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Abstract
The discrete Fréchet distance is a popular measure for comparing sequences of points or
polygonal curves. An important variant is the discrete Fréchet distance under translation,
which is invariant under translations and thus enables detection of similar movement pat-
terns in different spatial domains. For sequences of n points in the plane, the fastest known
algorithm for the discrete Fréchet distance under translation runs in time O˜(n5) [Ben Avra-
ham, Kaplan, Sharir ArXiv’15]. This is achieved by constructing a certain arrangement of
disks of size O(n4), and then traversing the faces of this arrangement while updating reacha-
bility in a directed grid graph of size N = O(n2), which can be done in time O˜(√N) = O˜(n)
per update [Diks, Sankowski ESA’07].
The contribution of this paper is two-fold:
• Although it is a well-known open problem to solve dynamic reachability in directed grid
graphs faster than in time O˜(√N), we improve this part of the algorithm: We observe
that an offline variant of dynamic s-t-reachability in directed grid graphs suffices, and
we solve this offline variant in amortized time O˜(N1/3) per update. This results in
an improved running time of O˜(n14/3) = O˜(n4.66...) for the discrete Fréchet distance
under translation.
• We provide evidence that constructing the arrangement of size O(n4) is necessary in
the worst case, by proving a conditional lower bound of n4−o(1) on the running time for
the discrete Fréchet distance under translation, assuming the Strong Exponential Time
Hypothesis. This is surprising, since – to the best of our knowledge – exhaustively
enumerating such a large arrangement is not known to be necessary for any other
geometric problem.
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1 Introduction
Fréchet distance. Modern tracking devices yield an abundance of movement data, e.g., in
the form of GPS trajectories. This data is usually given as a sequence of points in Rd for some
small dimension d like 2 or 3. By interpolating linearly between consecutive points, we obtain a
corresponding polygonal curve. One of the most fundamental tasks on such objects is to measure
similarity between two curves pi, σ. A popular approach is to measure their distance using the
Fréchet distance, which has two important variants: The classic continuous Fréchet distance is
the minimal length of a leash connecting a dog and its owner as they continuously walk along
the interpolated curves pi and σ, respectively, from the startpoints to the endpoints without
backtracking. In the discrete Fréchet distance, at any time step the dog and its owner must be at
vertices of their curves and may jump to the next vertex. This discrete version is well motivated
when we think of the inputs as sequences of points rather than polygonal curves, i.e., if the
interpolated line segments between input points have no meaning in the underlying application.
In comparison to other similarity measures such as the Hausdorff distance, the Fréchet distance
considers the ordering of the vertices along the curves, thus reflecting an intuitive property of
curve similarity.
The time complexity of the Fréchet distance is well understood. For the continuous Fréchet
distance, Alt and Godau designed an O(n2 log n)-time algorithm for polygonal curves pi, σ con-
sisting of n vertices [AG95]. Buchin et al. [BBMM14] improved on this result by giving an al-
gorithm that runs in time O(n2√log n(log log n)3/2) on the Real RAM and O(n2(log log n)2) on
the Word RAM. The first algorithm for the discrete Fréchet distance ran in time O(n2) [EM94],
which was later improved to O(n2 log lognlogn ) [ABAKS13]. On the hardness side, conditional on the
Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis, Bringmann [Bri14] ruled out O(n2−ε)-time algorithms for
any ε > 0, for both variants of the Fréchet distance. Recently, Abboud and Bringmann [AB18]
showed that any O(n2/ log17+ε n)-time algorithm for the discrete Fréchet distance would prove
novel circuit lower bounds.
Many extensions and variants of the Fréchet distance have been studied, e.g., generalizing
from curves to other types of objects, replacing the ground space Rd by more complex spaces,
and many more (see, e.g., [Ind02, BBW09, AB10, CCdVE+10, CW10, MSSZZ11, DHP13,
BAFK+15]). Applications of the Fréchet distance range from moving objects analysis (see,
e.g., [BBG+11]) through map-matching tracking data (see, e.g., [BPSW05]) to signature verifi-
cation (see, e.g., [MP99]).
Fréchet distance under translation. For some applications, it is useful to change the defi-
nition of the Fréchet distance slightly. In particular, several applications on curves evolve around
the theme of detecting movement patterns. For instance, given GPS trajectories of an animal,
we might want to detect different running styles by chopping the trajectories into smaller pieces
and clustering these pieces according to some distance measure. For such applications, it is
inconvenient that the Fréchet distance is not invariant under translation.1 Indeed, the same
running style performed at different spatial locations would result in a large Fréchet distance.
In order to overcome this issue, the Fréchet distance under translation between curves pi, σ is
defined as the minimal Fréchet distance between pi and any translation of σ, i.e., we minimize
over all possible translations of σ. Clearly, this yields a translation-invariant distance measure,
and thus enables the above application.
The continuous Fréchet distance under translation was independently introduced by Efrat
et al. [EIV01] and Alt et al. [AKW01], who designed algorithms in the plane with running
time O˜(n10) and O˜(n8), respectively2. Both groups of researchers also presented approximation
1In this context one could even ask for a version of the Fréchet distance that is translation- and rotation-
invariant, but we focus on the former in this paper.
2By O˜(·) we hide polylogarithmic factors in n.
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algorithms, e.g., a (1 + ε)-approximation running in time O(n2/ε2) in the plane [AKW01]. This
line of work was extended to three dimensions with a running time of O˜(n11) [Wen02].
The discrete Fréchet distance under translation was first studied by Jiang et al. [JXZ08] who
designed an O˜(n6)-time algorithm in the plane. Mosig et al. [MC05] presented an approximation
algorithm that computes the discrete Fréchet distance under translation, rotation, and scaling
in the plane, up to a factor close to 2, and runs in time O(n4). The best known exact algo-
rithm for the discrete Fréchet distance under translation in the plane is due to Ben Avraham et
al. [BAKS15]. It is an improvement of the algorithm by Jiang et al. [JXZ08] and runs in time
O˜(n5).
Our contribution. In this paper, we further study the time complexity of the discrete Fréchet
distance under translation. First, we improve the running time from O˜(n5) to O˜(n4.66...). This is
achieved by designing an improved algorithm for a subroutine of the previously best algorithm,
namely offline dynamic s-t-reachability in directed grid graphs, see Section 1.1 below for a more
detailed overview.
Theorem 1.1. The discrete Fréchet distance under translation on curves of length n in the
plane can be computed in time O˜(n14/3) = O˜(n4.66..).
Our second main result is a lower bound of n4−o(1), conditional on the standard Strong
Exponential Time Hypothesis. The Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis essentially asserts that
Satisfiability requires time 2n−o(n); see Section 2 for a definition. This (conditionally) separates
the discrete Fréchet distance under translation from the classic Fréchet distance, which can be
computed in time O˜(n2). Moreover, the first step of all known algorithms for the discrete Fréchet
distance under translation is to construct an arrangement of disks of size O(n4). Our conditional
lower bound shows that this is essentially unavoidable.
Theorem 1.2. The discrete Fréchet distance under translation of curves of length n in the plane
requires time n4−o(1), unless the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis fails.
We leave closing the gap between O˜(n4.66..) and n4−o(1) as an open problem.
1.1 Technical Overview
Previous algorithms for the discrete Fréchet distance under translation. Let us
sketch the algorithms by Jiang et al. [JXZ08] and Ben Avraham et al. [BAKS15]. Given se-
quences pi = (pi1, . . . , pin) and σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) in R2 and a number δ ≥ 0, we want to decide
whether the discrete Fréchet distance under translation of pi and σ is at most δ. From this
decision procedure one can obtain an algorithm to compute the actual distance via standard
techniques (i.e., parametric search).
The translations τ for which the distance of pii and σj + τ is at most δ form a disk in R2.
Over all pairs (pii, σj) this yields O(n2) disks, all of them having radius δ. We construct their
arrangement A, which is guaranteed to have O(n4) faces. See Figure 2 on page 10 for an example
of such an arrangement. Within each face of A, any two translations are equivalent, in the sense
that they leave the same pairs (pii, σj) in distance at most δ. Thus, whether the discrete Fréchet
distance is at most δ is constant in each face. Hence, it suffices to compute the discrete Fréchet
distance between pi and σ translated by τ over O(n4) choices for τ , one for each face of A.
Since the discrete Fréchet distance can be computed in time O(n2), this yields an O(n6)-time
algorithm, which is essentially the algorithm by Jiang et al. [JXZ08].
To improve this further, first we consider the Fréchet distance more closely. Denote byM the
n×n matrix with Mi,j = 1 if the points pii, σj are in distance at most δ, and Mi,j = 0 otherwise
(M is called the “free-space diagram”). It is well-known that the discrete Fréchet distance of
pi, σ is at most δ if and only if there exists a monotone path from the lower left to the upper
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right corner of M using only 1-entries. Equivalently, consider a directed grid graph GM on n×n
vertices, where each node (i, j) has directed edges to (i+ 1, j), (i, j + 1), and (i+ 1, j + 1), and
the nodes (i, j) of GM withMi,j = 0 are “deactivated” (i.e., removed). Then the discrete Fréchet
distance of pi, σ is at most δ if and only if node (n, n) is reachable from node (1, 1) in GM . See
Figure 1 on page 7 for an example of a pair of curves and its corresponding free-space diagram
M and directed grid graph GM .
With this preparation, we start from a sequence of O(n4) faces f1, . . . , fL of the arrange-
ment A such that (1) each face of A is visited at least once and (2) f` and f`+1 are neighboring
in A for all `. Such a sequence can be constructed by building a spanning tree of the dual graph
of the arrangement, doubling any edge of the spanning tree, and then computing an Euler tour
in the resulting graph. Since consecutive faces in this sequence are neighbors, only one pair
(pii, σj) changes its distance, i.e., either pii, σj are in distance at most δ in f` and in distance
larger than δ in f`+1, or vice versa. This corresponds to one activation or deactivation of a node
in GM . After this update, we want to again check whether node (n, n) is reachable from node
(1, 1) in GM . That is, using a dynamic algorithm for s-t-reachability in directed grid graphs, we
can maintain whether the Fréchet distance is at most δ. The best-known solution to dynamic
reachability in directed n× n grids runs in time O˜(n) [DS07].3 Over all O(n4) faces, this yields
time O˜(n5) for the discrete Fréchet distance under translation in the plane [BAKS15].
Intuition. There are two parts to the above algorithm: (1) Constructing the arrangement A
and iterating over its faces, and (2) maintaining reachability in the grid graph GM . Both parts
could potentially be improved.
The natural first attempt seems to attack the arrangement enumeration (1). The size of the
arrangement is O(n4), and for no other computational problem it is known – to the best of our
knowledge – that any optimal algorithm must construct such a large arrangement, so this part
seems intuitively wasteful. Surprisingly, our conditional lower bound of Theorem 1.2 shows that
constructing the arrangement is essentially unavoidable.
The remaining part (2) at first sight seems much less likely to be improvable, since it is a
well-known open problem to find a faster dynamic algorithm for reachability in directed grid
graphs. Nevertheless, we managed to improve the running time of this part of the algorithm, as
sketched in what follows.
Our algorithm. We observe that we do not need the full power of dynamic reachability, since
we can precompute all O(n4) updates. This leaves us with the following problem.
Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability : We start from the directed n× n-grid graph G in which all
nodes are deactivated. We are given a sequence of updates u1, . . . , uU , where each u` is of the
form “activate node (i, j)” or “deactivate node (i, j)”. The goal is to compute for each 1 ≤ ` ≤ U
whether node (1, 1) can reach node (n, n) in G after performing the updates u1, . . . , u`.
Our main algorithmic contribution is an algorithm for Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability
in amortized time O˜(n2/3) per update. This is faster than the time O˜(n) obtained by using a
dynamic algorithm for reachability in directed planar graphs [DS07].
Theorem 1.3. Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability can be solved in time O˜(n2 + U · n2/3).
We give a short overview of this algorithm. Start with the block [n]×[n] corresponding to the
matrix M . Repeatedly split every block horizontally in the middle, and then split every block
vertically in the middle, until we end up with constant-size blocks. We call all the blocks consid-
ered during this process (not just the constant-size blocks!) the “canonical” blocks, see Figure 4
on page 15. Ben Avraham et al. [BAKS15] showed that one can store for each canonical block
of sidelength s reachability information for each pair of boundary nodes, succinctly represented
3This algorithm even works more generally for dynamic reachability in directed planar graphs.
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using only O˜(s) bits of space, and efficiently computable in time O˜(s) from the information of
the two canonical child-blocks. In particular, over all blocks this information can be maintained
in time O˜(n) per update ui.
We extend their algorithm to show that given k updates u1, . . . , uk, we can directly compute
the reachability information after all k updates in time O˜(n√k). To understand this better,
observe that each update “touches” roughly 2 · log n blocks – all those that contain the node
which is activated or deactivated. Our approach now uses that among the canonical blocks
containing an update, the large blocks must be shared by many updates. More concretely,
instead of recomputing the reachability information of the large blocks at the top of the hierarchy
k times, we perform those updates jointly and thus avoid the runtime of k explicit updates of
large blocks. This result then allows us to split the updates u1, . . . , uU into chunks of size
k = O˜(n2/3) and compute the above reachability information for all startpoints of chunks in
total time O˜(Uk · n
√
k) = O˜(U · n2/3).
Now fix a chunk C = u`, . . . , u`+k−1. Denote by T (“terminals”) the entries that get activated
or deactivated during this chunk C, and also add (1, 1) and (n, n) to the set of terminals. We
first deactivate all terminals, obtaining a matrix M and a corresponding grid graph GM . The
basic idea now is to determine for each pair of terminals t, t′ ∈ T whether t′ is reachable from t
in GM .
Assuming we have this reachability information among terminals, we now show that this
yields a speedup for Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability. We describe a simplified algorithm
here, which will be improved later in the paper. Build a graph H with vertex set T , containing
a directed edge (t, t′) if and only if t′ is reachable from t in GM . Activate or deactivate the nodes
of H according to the state at the beginning of the chunk C. Then iteratively perform each
update of the chunk C by activating or deactivating the corresponding node of H, and check
whether (n, n) is reachable from (1, 1) in H. Disregarding the time it takes to construct H, this
reachability check can be performed in time O(k2) per update, or total time O(k3) over the
chunk C since H has O(k) nodes and thus O(k2) edges. This solves the Offline Dynamic Grid
Reachability problem in time O˜(n√k+ k3) per chunk, or O˜(Uk (n
√
k+ k3)) = O˜(U(n/√k+ k2))
in total. Setting k = n2/5 optimizes this time to O˜(Un4/5), again ignoring the preprocessing
time. This is a simplified variant of our algorithm. We will later show how to improve the time
per reachability check from O(k2) to O˜(k), by working directly on the graph GM instead of
constructing the graph H. This yields total time O˜(Uk (n
√
k + k2)) = O˜(U(n/√k + k)), which
is O˜(Un2/3) for k = O˜(n2/3). Note that the above analysis ignores all preprocessing terms as
they are dominated. These details are given in the subsequent sections.
It remains to describe how to determine reachability information among terminals. To this
end, we designed a surprisingly succinct representation of reachability from terminals to block
boundaries. Consider a canonical block B and let TB be the terminals in B. For each terminal
t ∈ TB let A(t) be the lowest/rightmost point on the right/upper boundary of B that is reachable
from t, and similarly let Z(t) be the highest/leftmost reachable point, see Figure 7 on page 19.
We label any terminal t = (x, y) by L(t) := x + y, i.e., the anti-diagonal that t is contained
in. For any right/upper boundary point q of B, let `(q) be the minimal label of any terminal
in TB from which q is reachable, see Figure 6 on page 17. We prove the following succinct
representation of reachability (see Corollary 4.6).
For any right/upper boundary point q of B and any terminal t ∈ TB,
q is reachable from t if and only if q ∈ [A(t), Z(t)] and `(q) ≤ L(t).
Here, q ∈ [A(t), Z(t)] is to be understood as “q lies between A(t) and Z(t) along the boundary
of B”, which can be expressed using a constant number of inequalities. The “only if” part is
immediate, since t can only reach boundary vertices in [A(t), Z(t)], and `(q) is the minimal label
of any terminal reaching q; the “if” part is surprising.
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Assume we can maintain the information A(t), Z(t), `(q). Then using this characterization
we can determine all terminals reaching a boundary point q by a single call to orthogonal range
searching, since we can express the characterization using a constant number of inequalities. A
complex extension of this trick allows us to determine reachability among terminals (indeed,
this technical overview is missing many details of Section 4). This yields our algorithm, see
Sections 3 and 4 for details.
Conditional lower bound. Our reduction starts from the k-OV problem, which asks for k
vectors from k given sets such that in no dimension all vectors are 1. More formally:
k-Orthogonal Vectors (k-OV): Given sets V1, . . . , Vk of N vectors in {0, 1}D, are there v1 ∈
V1, . . . , vk ∈ Vk such that for any j ∈ [D] there exists an i ∈ [k] with vi[j] = 0?
A naive algorithm solves k-OV in time O(NkD). It is well-known that the Strong Exponential
Time Hypothesis implies that k-OV has no O(Nk−εpoly(D))-time algorithm for all ε > 0 and
k ≥ 2 [Wil05].
In our reduction we set k = 4. An abstract overview of our construction can be found in
Figure 10 on page 29. We consider canonical translations of the form τ = (ε · h1, ε · h2) ∈ R2
with h1, h2 ∈ {0, . . . , N2− 1}. By a simple gadget, we ensure that any translation resulting in a
Fréchet distance of at most 1 must be close to a canonical translation; see Figure 11 on page 29.
For simplicity, here we restrict our attention to exactly the canonical translations. Note that
there are N4 canonical translations, and thus they are in one-to-one correspondence to choices
of vectors (v1, . . . , v4) ∈ V1× . . .×V4. In other words, the outermost existential quantifier in the
definition of 4-OV corresponds to the existential quantifier over the translation τ in the Fréchet
distance under translation.
The next part in the definition of 4-OV is the universal quantifier over all dimensions j ∈ [D].
For this, our constructed curves pi, σ are split into pi = pi(1) . . . pi(D), σ = σ(1) . . . σ(D) such that
pi(i), σ(j) are very far for i 6= j. This ensures that the Fréchet distance of pi, σ is the maximum
over all Fréchet distances of pi(i), σ(i), and thus simulates a universal quantifier.
The next part is an existential quantifier over i ∈ [k]. Here we need an OR-gadget for
the Fréchet distance. Such a construction in principle exists in previous work [Bri14, AB18],
however, no previous construction would work with translations, in the sense that a translation
in y-direction could only decrease the Fréchet distance. By constructing a more complex OR-
gadget, we avoid this monotonicity, see Figure 13 on page 33.
Finally, we need to implement a check whether the translation τ corresponds to a particular
choice of vectors. We exemplify this with the first dimension of the translation, which we call
τ1, explaining how it corresponds to choosing (v1, v2). Let ind(v1), ind(v2) ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}
be the indices of these vectors in their sets V1, V2, respectively. We want to test whether τ1 =
ε · (ind(v1) + ind(v2) · N). We split this equality into two inequalities. For the inequality
τ1 ≥ ε · (ind(v1)+ ind(v2) ·N), in one curve we place a point at pi1 = (1+ε · ind(v1),−1−η), and
in the other we place a point at σ1 = (−1−ε·ind(v2)·N,−1−η), for some η > 0 which we specify
later in this work. Then the distance of pi1 to the translated σ1 is essentially their difference in
x-coordinates, which is (1+ε·ind(v1))−(−1−ε·ind(v2)·N+τ1) = 2+ε·(ind(v1)+ind(v2)·N)−τ1.
This is at most 2 if and only if the inequality for τ1 holds. We handle the opposite inequality
similarly, and we concatenate the constructed points for both inequalities in order to test equality,
see Figure 12 on page 30.
In total, our construction yields curves pi, σ such that their discrete Fréchet distance under
translation is at most 1 if and only if V1, . . . , V4 contain orthogonal vectors. The curves pi, σ
consist of n = O(D · N) vertices. Hence, an algorithm for the discrete Fréchet distance under
translation in time O(n4−ε) would yield an algorithm for 4-OV in time O(N4−εpoly(D)), and
thus violate the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis. See Section 5 for details.
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1.2 Further related work
On directed planar/grid graphs. In this paper we improve offline dynamic s-t-reachability
in directed grid graphs. The previously best algorithm for this problem came from a more
general solution to dynamic reachability in directed planar graphs. For this problem, a solution
with O˜(N2/3) update time was given by Subramanian [Sub93], which was later improved to
update time O˜(√N) by Diks and Sankowski [DS07]. In particular, our work yields additional
motivation to study offline variants of classic dynamic graph problems.
Related work on dynamic directed planar or grid graphs includes, e.g., shortest path com-
putation [KS98, ACG12, INSWN11], reachability in the decremental setting [IKŁS17], or com-
puting the transitive closure [DS07]. Recently, the first conditional lower bounds for dynamic
problems on planar graphs were shown by Abboud and Dahlgaard [AD16], however, they did
not cover dynamic reachability in directed planar graphs.
Other work on directed planar and grid graphs studies, e.g., the minimum amount of space
necessary to determine reachability between two nodes in polynomial time [AKNW14, AN18].
For grid graphs this was recently improved from O˜(√N) to O˜(N1/3) [AN18], but with very
different techniques compared to ours.
On Fréchet distance. A recently introduced variant of the Fréchet distance is the Fréchet
gap [FK15, FR17]. Some researchers have argued that this measure is similar to the Fréchet
distance under translation in certain aspects, in particular since the Fréchet gap between a
curve pi and a translation pi + τ of the same curve is 0 [FR17]. Moreover, the Fréchet gap can
be computed significantly faster. In some sense, our conditional lower bound in Theorem 1.2
explains why replacing the Fréchet distance under translation by such a surrogate measure is
necessary to obtain more efficient algorithms. Additionally, the discrete Fréchet distance with
shortcuts was also recently considered in a translation-invariant setting [FK18].
1.3 Organization
We start off with introducing basic definitions, notational conventions, and algorithmic tools in
Section 2. Afterwards, in Section 3, we give an overview of our algorithmic result and we reduce
the problem to designing a certain data structure for Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability. This
data structure, our main technical contribution, is developed in Section 4. Finally, we prove our
conditional lower bound of n4−o(1) in Section 5.
2 Preliminaries
We let [n] denote the set {1, . . . , n}. Furthermore, for convenience, we use as convention that
min ∅ =∞ and max ∅ = −∞.
2.1 Curves, Traversals, Fréchet distances, and more
A polygonal curve pi of length n over Rd is a sequence of points pi1, . . . , pin ∈ Rd. Throughout
the paper, we only consider polygonal curves in the Euclidean plane, i.e., d = 2. Given any
translation vector τ ∈ R2, we denote by pi + τ the polygonal curve pi′ = (pi′1, . . . , pi′n) given by
pi′i = pii + τ .
We now define two types of concatenations: a concatenation of curves and a concatenation
of traversals. Let pi = (pi1, . . . , pin), σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) be polygonal curves of lengths n. We
define the concatenation of pi and σ as pi ◦ σ := (pi1, . . . , pin, σ1, . . . , σn). The resulting curve
has length 2n. Now defining the concatenation of traversals, we call any pair (i, j) ∈ [n] × [n]
a position. A traversal T is a sequence t1, . . . , t` of positions, where tk = (i, j) implies that
tk+1 is either (i + 1, j) (that is, we advance one step in pi while staying in σj), (i, j + 1) (we
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Figure 1: Two input curves pi, σ and a distance δ, the corresponding free-space diagram M ,
and the grid graph GM corresponding to M . A monotone traversal of M and GM is marked in
orange.
advance in σ while staying in pii), or (i+ 1, j + 1) (we advance in both curves simultaneously).
We call T = (t1, . . . , t`) a traversal of pi, σ, if t1 = (1, 1) and t` = (n, n). Given two traversals
T = (t1, . . . , t`) and T ′ = (t′1, . . . , t′`′) with t` = t
′
1, we define the concatenated traversal as
T ◦ T ′ := (t1, . . . , t` = t′1, t′2, . . . , t′`′). Note that we obtain a traversals from t1 to t′`′ .
The discrete Fréchet distance is formally defined as
δF (pi, σ) := min
T=((i1,j1),...,(i`,j`))
max
1≤k≤`
‖piik − σjk‖,
where T ranges over all traversals of pi, σ and ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean distance in R2.
We obtain a well-known equivalent definition as follows: Fix some distance δ ≥ 0. We call
a position (i, j) free if ‖pii − σj‖ ≤ δ. We say that a traversal T = (t1, . . . , t`) of pi, σ is a valid
traversal for δ if t1, . . . , t` are all free positions. The discrete Fréchet distance of pi, σ is then the
smallest δ such that there is a valid traversal of pi, σ for δ.
Analogously, consider the n × n matrix M with Mi,j = 1 if (i, j) is free, and Mi,j = 0
otherwise. We call any traversal T = (t1, . . . , t`) a monotone path from t1 to t`. If all positions
(i, j) visited by T satisfy Mi,j = 1, we call T a monotone 1-path from t1 to t` in M . As yet
another formulation, consider the n × n grid graph GM where vertex (i, j) has directed edges
to all of (i, j + 1), (i + 1, j), and (i + 1, j + 1) (in case they exist). Deactivate (i.e., remove)
all non-free vertices (i, j) from GM . Then a monotone 1-path in M corresponds to a (directed)
path in GM . Hence, δF (pi, σ) ≤ δ is equivalent to the existence of a valid traversal of pi, σ for
δ, which in turn is equivalent to the existence of a monotone 1-path from (1, 1) to (n, n) in the
matrix M , and to vertex (n, n) being reachable from (1, 1) in GM .
Finally, we define the discrete Fréchet distance under translation as minτ∈R2 δF (pi, σ + τ),
i.e., the smallest discrete Fréchet distance of pi to any translation of σ.
2.2 Hardness Assumptions
The Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH) was introduced by Impagliazzo and Pa-
turi [IP01] and essentially postulates that there is no exponential-time improvement over ex-
haustive search for the Satisfiability Problem.
Hypothesis 2.1 (Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH)). For any  > 0 there exists
k ≥ 3 such that k-SAT has no O((2− )n)-time algorithm.
In fact, our reductions even hold under a weaker assumption, specifically, the k-OV Hypoth-
esis.4 Recall the k-OV problem: Given sets V1, . . . , Vk of N vectors in {0, 1}D, the task is to
determine whether there are v1 ∈ V1, . . . , vk ∈ Vk such that for all j ∈ [D] there exists an i ∈ [k]
with vi[j] = 0.
4In fact, we only need the corresponding hypothesis for 4-OV.
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Hypothesis 2.2 (k-OV Hypothesis). For any k ≥ 2 and  > 0, there is noO(Nk−poly(D))-time
algorithm for k-OV.
The well-known split-and-list technique due to Williams [Wil05] shows that SETH implies
the k-OV Hypothesis. Thus, any conditional lower bound that holds under the k-OV hypothesis
also holds under SETH.
2.3 Orthogonal range data structures
We will use a tool from geometric data structures, namely (dynamic) orthogonal range data
structures. Let S be a set of key-value pairs s = (ks, vs) ∈ Zd × Z. An orthogonal range data
structure on S allows to query the maximal value of any pair in S whose key lies in a given
orthogonal range. Formally, we say OR stores vs under the key ks for s ∈ S for minimization
queries, if OR supports, for any `1, u1, `2, u2, . . . , `d, ud ∈ Z ∪ {−∞,∞}, queries of the form
OR.min([`1, u1]× · · · × [`d, ud]) : return min{vs | s ∈ S, ks ∈ [`1, u1]× · · · × [`d, ud]}.
We will also consider analogous maximization queries.
Classic results [GBT84, Cha88] show that for any set S of size n and d = 2, we can con-
struct such a data structure OR in time and space O(n log n), supporting minimization (or
maximization) queries in time O(log n).
At one point in the paper we will also use an orthogonal range searching data structure that
allows (1) to report all values of pairs in S whose keys lie in a given orthogonal range, and (2)
to remove a key-value pair from S. Formally, we say that OR stores vs under the key ks for
s ∈ S for decremental range reporting queries, if OR supports, for any `1, u1, `2, u2, . . . , `d, ud ∈
Z ∪ {−∞,∞}, queries of the form
OR.report([`1, u1]× · · · × [`d, ud]) : return {vs | s ∈ S, ks ∈ [`1, u1]× · · · × [`d, ud]},
as well as deletions from the set S.
Mortensen [Mor06] and Chan and Tsakalidis [CT17] showed how to construct such a data
structure OR for any set S of size n in time and space O(n logd−1 n), deletion time O(logd−1 n)
and query time O(logd−1 n + k), where k denotes the output size of the query. (These works
obtain even stronger results, however, we use simplified bounds for ease of presentation.)
3 Algorithm: Reduction to Grid Reachability
In this section, we prove our algorithmic result by showing how a certain grid reachability data
structure (that we give in Section 4) yields an O˜(n4+2/3)-time algorithm for computing the
discrete Fréchet distance under translation.
We start with a formal overview of the algorithm. First, we reduce the decision problem
(i.e., is the discrete Fréchet distance under translation of pi, σ at most δ?) to the problem of
determining reachability in a dynamic grid graph, as shown by Ben Avraham et al. [BAKS15].
However, noting that all updates and queries are known in advance, we observe that the following
offline version suffices.
Problem 3.1 (Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability). Let M be an n× n matrix over {0, 1}. We
call u = (p, b) with p ∈ [n]× [n] and b ∈ {0, 1} an update and defineM [[u]] as the matrix obtained
by setting the bit at position p to b, i.e.,
M [[u]]i,j =
{
b if p = (i, j),
Mi,j otherwise.
For any sequence of updates u1, . . . , uk ∈ ([n]×[n])×{0, 1} with k ≥ 2, we defineM [[u1, . . . , uk]] :=
(M [[u1]])[[u2, . . . , uk]].
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The Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability problem asks to determine, given M and any se-
quence of updates u1, . . . , uU ∈ ([n] × [n]) × {0, 1}, whether there is a monotone 1-path from
(1, 1) to (n, n) in M [[u1, . . . , uk]] for any 1 ≤ k ≤ U .
We show the following reduction in Section 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Assume there is an algorithm solving Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability in time
T (n,U). Then there is an algorithm that, given δ > 0 and polygonal curves pi, σ of length n over
R2, determines whether δF (pi, σ + τ) ≤ δ for some τ ∈ R2 in time O(T (n, n4)).
Our speed-up is achieved by solving Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability in time T (n,U) =
O˜(n2 + Un2/3) (Ben Avraham et al. [BAKS15] achieved T (n,U) = O(n2 + Un)). To this end,
we devise a grid reachability data structure, which is our central technical contribution.
Lemma 3.3 (Grid reachability data structure). Given an n × n matrix M over {0, 1} and a
set of terminals T ⊆ [n] × [n] of size k > 0, there is a data structure DM,T with the following
properties.
i) (Construction:) We can construct DM,T in time O(n2 + k log2 n).
ii) (Reachability Query:) Given F ⊆ T , we can determine in time O(k log3 n) whether there is
a monotone path from (1, 1) to (n, n) using only positions (i, j) with Mi,j = 1 or (i, j) ∈ F .
iii) (Update:) Given T ′ ⊆ [n]× [n] of size k and an n×n matrix M ′ over {0, 1} differing from
M in at most k positions, we can update DM,T to DM ′,T ′ in time O(n
√
k log n+ k log2 n).
Here, we assume M ′ to be represented by the set ∆ of positions in which M and M ′ differ.
Section 4 is dedicated to devising this data structure, i.e., proving Lemma 3.3.
Equipped with this data structure, we can efficiently batch updates and queries to the data
structure. Specifically, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. We can solve Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability in time O(n2 + Un2/3 log2 n).
We prove this theorem in Section 3.2. Finally, it remains to use standard techniques of
parametric search to transform the decision algorithm to an algorithm computing the discrete
Fréchet distance under translation. This has been shown by Ben Avraham et al. [BAKS15]; we
sketch the details in Section 3.3.
Lemma 3.5. Let Tdec(n) be the running time to decide, given δ > 0 and polygonal curves pi, σ
of length n over R2, whether δF (pi, σ + τ) ≤ δ for some τ ∈ R2. Then there is an algorithm
computing the discrete Fréchet distance under translation for any curves pi, σ of length n over
R2 in time O((n4 + Tdec(n)) log n).
Combining Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.4, we obtain an algorithm computing the
discrete Fréchet distance under translation in time
O((n4 + T (n, n4)) log n) = O(n4+2/3 log3 n),
as desired. In the remainder of this section, we provide the details of all steps mentioned above,
except for Lemma 3.3 (which we prove in Section 4).
3.1 Reduction to Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability
In this section we prove Lemma 3.2. Given polygonal curves pi, σ of length n over R2 and δ > 0,
we determine whether δF (pi, σ + τ) ≤ δ for some τ ∈ R2 as follows.
For any radius r and point p ∈ R2, we let Dr(p) denote the disk of radius r with center p.
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Figure 2: Arrangement Aδ and construction of Gδ.
Observation 3.6. Let τ ∈ R2 and define the n× n matrix M τ over {0, 1} by
M τi,j = 1 ⇐⇒ τ ∈ Dδ(pii − σj).
We have δF (pi, σ + τ) ≤ δ if and only if there is a monotone 1-path from (1, 1) to (n, n) in M τ .
By the above observation, it suffices to check for the existence of monotone 1-paths from
(1, 1) to (n, n) in a bounded number of matrices. To this end, let Q := {pii − σj | i, j ∈ [n]}.
We construct the arrangement Aδ of the disks Dδ(q) for q ∈ Q, in the sense that we construct
the following plane graph Gδ (cf. Figure 2). First, we include the vertices of Aδ in its node
set (i.e., intersections of disks Dδ(q), Dδ(q′) with q, q′ ∈ Q). Second, for each q ∈ Q for which
Dδ(q) intersects no Dδ(q′) for q′ ∈ Q \ {q}, we include an arbitrary τq on the boundary of
Dδ(q). Finally, we add an arbitrary vertex τ0 ∈ R2 lying in the outer face of Aδ to the node
set. Any nodes τ, τ ′ of Gδ are connected by an edge if they are neighboring vertices on the
boundary of some face of Aδ; additionally, we connect τ0 to all nodes which lie on the boundary
separating the outer face from some other face. Observe that Gδ is a connected plane graph,
has O(|Q|2) = O(n4) nodes and edges, and can be constructed in time O(n4).
Note that by Observation 3.6, it suffices to check whether δF (pi, σ + τv) ≤ δ for any node
τv in5 Gδ: for any (bounded) face f of Aδ, there is at least one point τv in Gδ that lies on the
boundary of f . The corresponding matrix M τv has at least the same 1-positions as the matrix
M τ for any τ ∈ f (and might have more).
To obtain a walk visiting all nodes in Gδ, we simply compute a spanning tree T of Gδ,
double all edges of T , and find an Eulerian cycle starting and ending in τ0. Denote this cycle by
τ0, . . . , τL and observe that L = O(n4). Let M0 = M τ0 be the n× n all-zeroes matrix. For any
0 ≤ i < L, we construct an update sequence u¯i that first sets all positions (i, j) with M τi = 1
andM τi+1 = 0 to zero, and then sets all positions (i, j) withM τi = 0 andM τi+1 = 1 to 1. Thus,
if we start withM τi and perform the updates in u¯i, then at any point in time, the current matrix
is dominated by either M τi or M τi+1 , and at the end we obtain M τi+1 . Thus, by concatenating
all updates to u¯0, . . . , u¯L−1, we obtain an instance of the Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability
problem with initial matrix M0 and update sequence u1, . . . , uL′ with the following property:
There is some i ∈ {0, . . . , L} with δF (pi, σ + τi) ≤ δ if and only if there is some i′ ∈ [L′] such
that (n, n) is reachable from (1, 1) via a monotone 1-path in M0[[u1, . . . , ui′ ]]. Since τ0, . . . , τL
visits all nodes in Gδ, this is equivalent to testing whether δF (pi, σ + τ) ≤ δ for any τ ∈ R2.
5Note that our approach here deviates somewhat from the description in the introduction. This is due to
the fact that for adversarial δ, we might need to consider degenerate faces consisting of a single point only; due
to the parametric search that we describe in Section 3.3, we may not assume δ to avoid such degenerate cases.
Traversing vertices of the arrangement instead of the faces takes care of such border cases in a natural manner.
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It remains to bound L′. We assume general position of the input points P ∪ S where
P = {pii | i ∈ [n]} and S = {σj | j ∈ [n]}. Observe that there is some universal constant C such
that no C points in Q lie on a common circle.6 Thus, if we move from vertex τi to τi+1 along
an edge in Gδ, e.g., from one vertex of the boundary of some face to a neighboring vertex on
that boundary, there are at most 2C entries that change from M τi to M τi+1 , since for both τi
and τi+1, there are at most C disks intersecting this vertex and no other entries change when
moving along this edge (by construction of Gδ). Thus, L′ ≤ 2CL = O(n4). Consequently, given
an algorithm solving Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability in time T (n,U), we can determine
whether δF (pi, σ + τ) ≤ δ for some τ ∈ R2 in time O(T (n,L′)) = O(T (n, n4)).
3.2 Solving Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability
We prove Theorem 3.4 using the grid reachability data structure given in Lemma 3.3. Specifi-
cally, we claim that the following algorithm (formalized as Algorithm 1) solves Offline Dynamic
Grid Reachability in time O(n2 +Un2/3 log2 n). We partition our updates u1, . . . , uU into groups
u1, . . . , uO(U/k) containing k updates each. For any group u¯i, let Ti denote the set of positions of
updates in u¯i and consider the grid reachability data structure Di = DMi,Ti with terminal set Ti
and matrix Mi obtained from M by performing all updates prior to u¯i and setting the positions
of all terminals Ti to 0. For each update within u¯i, we can determine whether it creates a mono-
tone 1-path from (1, 1) to (n, n) by simply determining the set F ⊆ Ti of terminals that are set
to 1 (at the point of this update) and performing the corresponding reachability query in Di. It
is straightforward to argue that the resulting algorithm correctly solves Offline Dynamic Grid
Reachability.
To analyze the running time of Algorithm 1, note that by Lemma 3.3, we need time O(n2 +
k log2 n) to build D1 = DM1,T1 in Line 7. The time spent in a single iteration of the outer
loop is bounded by the time to perform k queries in Di = DMi,Ti plus the time to update
Di = DMi,Ti to Di+1 = DMi+1,Ti+1 , which amounts to O(k2 log3 n + n
√
k log n + k log2 n) =
O(k2 log3 n+ n√k log n) by Lemma 3.3. Thus, in total, we obtain a running time of
O
(
n2 + k log2 n+
U
k
(
k2 log3 n+ n
√
k log n
))
= O
(
n2 + U
(
k log3 n+
n√
k
log n
))
.
This expression is minimized by setting k := n2/3/ log4/3 n, resulting in a total running time of
O(n2 + Un2/3 log1+2/3 n) = O(n2 + Un2/3 log2 n), as desired.
3.3 Parametric Search
In this section, we sketch how to use parametric search techniques (due to Megiddo [Meg83] and
Cole [Col87]) to reduce the optimization problem to the decision problem with small overhead,
i.e., we prove Lemma 3.5. Specifically, for the readers’ convenience, we describe the arguments
made by Ben Avraham et al. [BAKS15] in slightly more detail.
6To be more precise, we sketch how to argue that the general position assumption for P ∪ S “transfers” to Q.
Assume that there exist points q1, . . . , q` ∈ Q lying on a common circle. For all i, we must have qi = pi − si for
some pi ∈ P, si ∈ S. First assume that ` = 4 and that there is some s such that si = s for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then
already p1, . . . , p4 lie on a common circle (it has the same radius as the original cycle, and its center is translated
by s), which violates the general position assumption of points in P . Otherwise, let the points q1, . . . , q` be
arbitrary with ` ≥ 36. By the first case, any si appears at most 3 times among s1, . . . , s`. After removing copies,
we may assume without loss of generality that q1, . . . , q`′ with `′ ≥ `/3 have distinct si’s. Similarly, we may also
assume that q1, . . . , q`′′ with `′′ ≥ `/9 ≥ 4 have distinct pi’s as well. The fact that q4 lies on the circle defined by
q1, q2, q3 can be expressed by a nonzero degree-2 polynomial Pq1,q2,q3(x, y) vanishing on q4. Since q4 = p4 − s4,
we obtain a nonzero degree-2 polynomial P ′q1,q2,q3(p, s) vanishing on (p4, s4). This contradicts general position
of P ∪ S.
7If necessary, repeat the last element of the last group to make all groups consist of exactly k updates.
8We let u¯s+1 consist of k arbitrary updates, as we will never make use of these values.
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Algorithm 1 Solving Offline Dynamic Grid Reachability on matrix M and update sequence
u1, . . . , uU .
1: function OfflineDynamicGridReachability(M , u1, . . . , uU )
2: parameter: k
3: Divide u1, . . . , uU into s =
⌈
U
k
⌉
subsequences u¯1, . . . , u¯s of length k.7
4: Set T1 to the set of positions updated in u¯1.
5: Let u01 be the sequence of updates
(
(p, 0) | p ∈ T1
)
6: M1 ←M [[u01 ]]
7: Build DM1,T1
8: for i← 1 to s do
9: for j ← 1 to k do
10: Let F ⊆ Ti be the free terminals in Mi[[u¯i[1], . . . , u¯i[j]]]
11: if reachability query in DMi,Ti with free terminals F is successful then
12: return true
13: Set Ti+1 to the set of positions updated in u¯i+1.8
14: Let u0i+1 be the sequence of updates
(
(p, 0) | p ∈ Ti+1
)
15: Mi+1 ←Mi[[u¯i]][[u0i+1]]
16: update DMi,Ti to DMi+1,Ti+1
17: return false
Our aim in this section is to compute the discrete Fréchet distance under translation of
polygonal curves pi, σ of length n over R2, i.e., to determine
δ∗ := min
τ∈R2
δF (pi, σ + τ).
Using the decision algorithm, we can determine, for any δ > 0, whether δ∗ ≤ δ in time
Tdec(n). As we shall see below, there is a range of O(n6) possible values (defined by the point
set of pi, σ) that δ∗ might attain (called critical values). Naively computing all critical values
and performing a binary search would result in an O((n6 +Tdec(n)) log n)-time algorithm, which
is too slow for our purposes. Instead, we use the parametric search technique to perform an
implicit search over these critical values.
Conceptually, we aim to determine the combinatorial structure of the arrangement Aδ∗
defined in Section 3.1 (captured by the graph Gδ∗) without knowing δ∗ in advance. To specify
this combinatorial structure, define for every q ∈ Q the set
Iδ(q) := {q′ ∈ Q \ {q} | Dδ(q), Dδ(q′) intersect}.
Note that for every q′ ∈ Iδ(q), there are one or two intersection points of Dδ(q), Dδ(q′), which
we denote by C1δ (q, q
′) and C2δ (q, q
′) (note that we allow these points to coincide if Dδ(q), Dδ(q′)
intersect in a single point only) – we assume this notation to be chosen consistently in the
sense that C1δ (q, q
′) and C1δ (q
′, q) refer to the same point (likewise for C2δ (q, q
′) and C2δ (q
′, q)).
We denote by Cδ(q) the set of all intersection points on the boundary of Dδ(q), i.e., C1δ (q, q′),
C2δ (q, q
′) for all q′ ∈ Iδ(q). We obtain a list Lδ(q) by starting with the rightmost point on the
boundary of Dδ(q), say rq, and listing all intersection points C ∈ Cδ(q) in counter-clockwise
order. Observe that the combinatorial structure of Aδ is completely specified by the lists Lδ(q)
for q ∈ Q.
We wish to construct Lδ∗(q) for all q ∈ Q using calls to our decision algorithm, i.e., queries
of the form “Is δ∗ ≤ δ?”. Along the way, we maintain a shrinking interval (α, β] such that
δ∗ ∈ (α, β] – our aim is that in the end (α, β] no longer contains critical values except for β, and
thus δ∗ = β can be derived. We proceed in two steps.
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Figure 3: Critical values for the lists Lδ(q), q ∈ Q.
Step 1: Determining Iδ∗(q). The critical values for this step are the half-distances of all
pairs q, q′ ∈ Q (cf. Figure 3a). We list all these values and perform a binary search over
them, using our decision algorithm. Since there are at most O(|Q|2) = O(n4) such values, we
obtain an algorithm running in time O(n4 + Tdec(n) log n) returning an interval (α1, β1] such
that δ∗ ∈ (α1, β1] and no half-distance of a pair q, q′ ∈ Q is contained in (α1, β1). Thus, from
this point on we can determine Iδ∗(q) for all q ∈ Q in time O(n4) (without knowing the exact
value of δ∗ yet).
Step 2: Sorting Lδ∗(q). We use the following well-known variant of Meggido’s parametric
search that is due to Cole [Col87].
Lemma 3.7 (implicit in [Col87]). Let parametric values f1(δ), . . . , fN (δ) be given. Assume there
is an unknown value δ∗ > 0 and a decision algorithm determining, given δ > 0, whether δ∗ ≤ δ
in time T (N). If we can determine fi(δ∗) ≤ fj(δ∗) for any i, j ∈ [N ] using only a constant
number of queries to the decision algorithm, then in time O((N + T (N)) log n), we can sort
f1(δ
∗), . . . , fN (δ∗) and obtain an interval (α, β] such that δ∗ ∈ (α, β] and no critical value for
the sorted order of f1(δ), . . . , fN (δ) is contained in (α, β).
Consider first the problem of sorting Lδ∗(q) for some q ∈ Q. By the above technique, we
only need to argue that we can determine whether some Caδ∗(q, q
′) with q′ ∈ Q, a ∈ {1, 2}
precedes some Cbδ∗(q, q
′′) with q′′ ∈ Q, b ∈ {1, 2} in Lδ∗(q). Note that Caδ (q, q′), Cbδ(q, q′′) move
continuously on the boundary of Dδ(q) (while δ varies) and there are only constantly many
choices of δ for which any of the points Caδ (q, q
′), Cbδ(q, q
′′), rq coincide (and thus the order might
possibly change).9 By testing for these O(1) critical values of δ, we can determine the order of
Caδ∗(q, q
′), Cbδ∗(q, q
′′), rq on the boundary ofDδ(q), and thus resolve a comparison of Caδ∗(q, q
′) and
Cbδ∗(q, q
′′) in the order of Lδ∗(q) using only a constant number of calls to the decision algorithm.
Note that by arbitrarily choosing an order of Q, we may use Cole’s sorting procedure
(Lemma 3.7) to construct all lists Lδ∗(q), q ∈ Q simultaneously (we simply need to adapt the
comparison function to compare Caδ∗(q, q
′), Cbδ∗(q˜, q
′′) according to the order of Q if q 6= q˜). Note
that in this application of Lemma 3.7, we have N =
∑
q∈Q |Cδ∗(q)| = O(|Q|2) = O(n4).
It follows that in time O((n4 + Tdec(n)) log n), we can obtain an interval (α2, β2] such that
δ∗ ∈ (α2, β2], while β2 is the only value for δ for which the combinatorial structure of Aδ changes
in (α2, β2]. Thus, δ∗ = β2, as desired.
9The important critical values for this step are the O(|Q|3) = O(n6) radii of points with three (or more) points
of Q on their boundary. See Figure 3 for an illustration of all types of critical values.
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The overall running time of the above procedure amounts to O((n4 + Tdec(n)) log n), which
concludes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
4 Grid Reachability Data Structure
In this section, we prove Lemma 3.3, which we restate here for convenience.
Lemma 3.3 (Grid reachability data structure). Given an n × n matrix M over {0, 1} and a
set of terminals T ⊆ [n] × [n] of size k > 0, there is a data structure DM,T with the following
properties.
i) (Construction:) We can construct DM,T in time O(n2 + k log2 n).
ii) (Reachability Query:) Given F ⊆ T , we can determine in time O(k log3 n) whether there is
a monotone path from (1, 1) to (n, n) using only positions (i, j) with Mi,j = 1 or (i, j) ∈ F .
iii) (Update:) Given T ′ ⊆ [n]× [n] of size k and an n×n matrix M ′ over {0, 1} differing from
M in at most k positions, we can update DM,T to DM ′,T ′ in time O(n
√
k log n+ k log2 n).
Here, we assume M ′ to be represented by the set ∆ of positions in which M and M ′ differ.
The rough outline is as follows: We obtain the data structure by repeatedly splitting the
free-space diagram into smaller blocks. This yields O(log n) levels of blocks, where in each block
we store reachability information from all “inputs” to the block (i.e., the lower-left boundary)
to all “outputs” of the block (i.e., the upper-right boundary). Any change in the matrix M
is reflected only in O(log n) blocks containing this position, thus, we can quickly update the
information. This approach was pursued already by Ben Avraham et al. [BAKS15].
In addition, however, we need to maintain connectivity of all terminals T to the inputs and
outputs of each block. Surprisingly, we only need an additional storage of O(|T |) per block. We
show how to maintain this information also under updates and how it can be used by a divide
and conquer approach to answer any reachability queries.
To this end, we start with some basic definitions (block structure, identifiers for each position,
etc.) in Section 4.1. We can then prove the succinct characterization of terminal reachability in
Section 4.2, which is the key aspect of our data structure. Given this information, we can define
exactly what information we store for each block in Section 4.3. We give algorithms computing
the information for some block given the information for its children in Section 4.4, which allows
us to prove the initialization and update statements (i.e., i) and iii) of Lemma 3.3) in Section 4.5.
Finally, Section 4.6 is devoted to the reachability queries, i.e., proving ii) of Lemma 3.3.
4.1 Preparation
Without loss of generality, we may assume that n = 2κ + 1 for some integer κ ∈ N. Otherwise,
for any n× n matrix M over {0, 1}, we could define an n′ × n′ matrix M ′ with (1) n′ = 2κ + 1
for some κ ∈ N with n < n′ ≤ 2n and (2) setting M ′i,j = Mi,j for all (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n] and setting
M ′i,j = 1 if and only if i = j for all (i, j) ∈ [n′]× [n′] \ [n]× [n]. Clearly, existence of a monotone
1-path from (1, 1) to (n, n) in M is equivalent to existence of a monotone 1-path from (1, 1) to
(n′, n′) in M ′.
Canonical blocks. Let I, J be intervals in [n] with n = 2κ + 1. We call I × J ⊆ [n] × [n] a
block. In particular, we only consider blocks obtained by splitting the square [n]× [n] alternately
horizontally and vertically until we are left with 2×2 blocks. Formally, we define B0 := {([n], [n])}
and construct B`+1 inductively by splitting each block B ∈ B` as follows:
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B0 B1 B2 B3 B2κ
. . .
Figure 4: The sets of canonical blocks B0, . . . ,B2κ. We alternate between horizontal and
vertical splits. Note that the blocks overlap which is visualized by darker gray tones.
B+
B−
TB :
1
9
-16 -33 -50 -67 -84 -101 -118 -135
19
37
55
73
91
109
127
145 128 111 94 77 60 43 26
-9
-27
-45
-63
-81
-99
-117
B+2
B−1
1
9
-16 -33 -50 -67 -84 -101 -118 -135
19
37
55
73
91
109
127
145 128 111 94 77 60 43 26
-9
-27
-45
-63
-81
-99
-117
B+156 39 22 5 -12 -29 -46B−2
Bmid
Figure 5: Structure of a block B
• For ` = 2i with 0 ≤ i < κ, we have B = (I, J) with |I| = |J | = 2κ−i + 1. We split J into
intervals J1, J2, where J1 contains the first (2κ−i−1 + 1) elements in J and J2 contains the
last (2κ−i−1 + 1) elements in J (thus J1 and J2 intersect in the middle element of J). Add
(I, J1) and (I, J2) to B`+1.
• For ` = 2i+1 with 0 ≤ i < κ, we have B = (I, J) with |I| = 2κ−i+1 and |J | = 2κ−i−1 +1.
Analogous to above, we split I into two equal-sized intervals I1, I2, where I1 contains the
first (2κ−i−1 + 1) elements in I and I2 contains the last (2κ−i−1 + 1) elements in I. Add
(I1, J) and (I2, J) to B`+1.
We let B := ⋃2κ`=0 B` be the set of canonical blocks, and call each block B ∈ B` a canonical
block on level `. The blocks B1 = (I1, J), B2 = (I2, J) ∈ B`+1 (or B1 = (I, J1), B2 = (I, J2) ∈
B`+1, respectively) obtained from B = (I, J) ∈ B` are called the children of B. See Figure 4.
Boundaries. For any B = (I, J) ∈ B, we denote the lower left boundary of B as B− =
{min I} × J ∪ I × {min J}, and call each p ∈ B− an input of B. Analogously, we denote the
upper right boundary of B as B+ = {max I}×J ∪ I×{max J}, and call each q ∈ B+ an output
of B. By slight abuse of notation, we define |∂B| = |B− ∪ B+| as the size of the boundary of
B, i.e., the number of inputs and outputs of B.
If B splits into children B1, B2, we call Bmid = B+1 ∩B−2 the splitting boundary of B.
Indices. To prepare the description of this information, we first define, for technical reasons,
indices for all positions in [n] × [n]. It allows us to give each position a unique identifier with
the property that for any canonical block B, the indices yield a local ordering of the boundaries.
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Observation 4.1. Let ind : [n] × [n] → N, where for any point p = (x, y) ∈ [n] × [n], we set
ind(p) := (y − x)(2n) + x. We call ind(p) the index of p. This function satisfies the following
properties:
1. The function ind is injective, can be computed in constant time, and given i = ind(p), we
can determine ind−1(i) := p in constant time.
2. For any B ∈ B, ind induces an ordering of B+ in counter-clockwise order and an ordering
of B− in clockwise order.
We refer to Figure 5 for an illustration of a block B, its boundaries, and the indices of all
positions.
4.2 Connectivity characterization
Our aim is to construct a data structure DM,T = (DM,T (B))B∈B, where DM,T (B) succinctly
describes connectivity (via monotone 1-paths) between the boundaries B−, B+ and the terminals
TB := T ∩ B inside B. In particular, we show that we only require space O(|∂B| + |TB|) to
represent this information.
To prepare this, we start with a few simple observations that yield a surprisingly simple
characterization of connectivity from any terminal to the boundary.
Compositions of crossing paths. We say that we reach q from p, written p q, if there
is a traversal T = (t1, . . . , t`) with t1 = p, t` = q, and ti is free for all 1 < i < ` (note that we
do not require t1 and t` to be free). We call such a slightly adapted notion of traversal a reach
traversal. By connecting the points of T by straight lines, we may view T as a polygonal curve
in R2. To avoid confusion, we denote this polygonal line as P (T ).
Observation 4.2. Let T1, T2 be reach traversals from p1 to q1 and from p2 to q2, respectively.
Then if P (T1) and P (T2) intersect, we have p1  q2 (and, symmetrically, p2  q1).
Proof. Let t ∈ [n] × [n] be a free position in which P (T1), P (T2) intersect (observe that such a
point with integral coordinates must exist unless p1 = p2 or q1 = q2; in the latter case, the claim
is trivial). Note that t splits T1, T2 into T1 = T a1 ◦ T b1 and T2 = T a2 ◦ T b2 such that T a1 , T a2 are
reach traversals ending in t and T b1 , T b2 are reach traversal starting in t. By concatenating T a1
and T b2 , we obtain a reach traversal from p1 to q2. Symmetrically, T a2 ◦ T b1 proves p2  q1.
Let B ∈ B and recall that ind(·) orders B+ counter-clockwise. For any p ∈ B, we define
A(p) := min{ind(q) | q ∈ B+, p q}, and analogously Z(p) := max{ind(q) | q ∈ B+, p q}.
Note that in the following analysis we slightly abuse notation by also using ind(p) to denote the
corresponding (unique) position p ∈ [n]× [n].
Definition 4.3. Let p ∈ B with ∞ > A(p),Z(p) > −∞ and fix any reach traversals TA, TZ
from p to A(p) and Z(p). We write
P (TA) = Pcom ◦ P ′A,
P (TZ) = Pcom ◦ P ′Z ,
for some polygonal curves Pcom, P ′A, P
′
Z with P
′
A, P
′
Z non-intersecting. Let F be the face enclosed
by P ′A, P
′
Z and the path from A(p) to Z(p) on B
+ (if A(p) = Z(p), we let F be the empty set).
We define the reach region of p as
R(p) := F ∪ Pcom.
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A(p)
Z(p) F
Pcom
P ′Z
p
q
p′
P ′A
p′′
Figure 6: Illustration of R(p), Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.5: Any reach traversal from
p′ /∈ R(p) must cross P ′A or P ′Z to reach q. However, if p′′  q but p′′ ∈ R(p), then q might
not be reachable from p. A sufficient condition for p′ /∈ R(p) is that p′ 6= p and L(p′) ≤ L(p)
(indicated by the orange triangular area).
We refer to Figure 6 for an illustration. Observe that R(p) is indeed well-defined: For any
reach traversals T ′A, T
′
Z from p to A(p) and Z(p), respectively, consider the latest point in which
P (T ′A), P (T
′
B) intersect, say t. We can define reach traversals TA and TZ by following T
′
A until
t and then following the remainder of T ′A or T
′
Z to reach A(p) or Z(p), respectively. These
traversals satisfy the conditions by construction.
Proposition 4.4. Let p, p′ ∈ B, q ∈ B+ with ind(q) ∈ [A(p),Z(p)] and p′ /∈ R(p). Then p′  q
implies p q.
Proof. The claim holds trivially if ind(q) = A(p) or ind(q) = Z(p). Thus, we may assume that
A(p) < Z(p), which implies that the face F in R(p) is nonempty with q ∈ F and p′ /∈ F . Hence
any reach traversal T from p′ to q must cross the boundary of F , in particular, the path P (TA)
or P (TZ), where TA, TZ both originate in p. By Observation 4.2, this yields p q.
Reachability Labelling. We define a total order on nodes in B that allows us to succinctly
represent reachability on B+ for any subset S ⊆ B in space O˜(|S|+ |B+|). The key is a labelling
L : [n]× [n]→ N, defined by L((x, y)) = x+ y, that we call the reachability labelling.
Lemma 4.5. Let p = (x, y), p′ = (x′, y′) ∈ B with L(p′) ≤ L(p) and q ∈ B+ with ind(q) ∈
[A(p),Z(p)]. Then p′  q implies p q.
Proof. The proof idea is to show that L(p′) ≤ L(p) implies that p′ /∈ R(p), and hence Proposi-
tion 4.4 shows the claim. Note that by monotonicity of reach traversals, any point r = (rx, ry) ∈
R(p) satisfies rx ≥ x and ry ≥ y . Thus, p′ ∈ R(p) only if x′ ≥ x, y′ ≥ y, but this together with
x′ + y′ = L(p′) ≤ L(p) = x + y implies (x′, y′) = (x, y). Summarizing, we either have p = p′,
which trivially satisfies the claim, or p′ /∈ R(p), which yields the claim by Proposition 4.4.
For any S ⊆ B, this labelling enables a surprising characterization of which terminals in S
have reach traversals to which outputs in B+ by the following lemma (greatly generalizing a
simpler characterization due to Ben Avraham et al. [BAKS15, implicit in Lemma 4.4] for the
case of S = B−). This is one of our key insights.
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Corollary 4.6. Let q ∈ B+ and define `(q) := min{L(p) | p ∈ B, p q}. Then for any
p ∈ B, we have
p q if and only if ind(q) ∈ [A(p),Z(p)] and `(q) ≤ L(p).
Proof. Clearly, p q implies, by definition of A(p),Z(p), and `(q), that A(p) ≤ ind(q) ≤ Z(p)
and `(q) ≤ L(p).
Conversely, assume that ind(q) ∈ [A(p),Z(p)] and `(q) ≤ L(p). Take any p′ ∈ B with p′  q
and `(q) = L(p′). Thus we have L(p′) = `(q) ≤ L(p), ind(q) ∈ [A(p),Z(p)] and p′  q, which
satisfies the requirements of Lemma 4.5, yielding p q.
Given this characterization, we obtain a highly succinct representation of connectivity in-
formation. Specifically, to represent the information which terminals in S have reach traversals
to which outputs in B+, we simply need to store `(q) for all q ∈ B+ as well as the interval
[A(p),Z(p)] for all p ∈ S. Thus, the space required to store this information amounts to only
O(|∂B|+ |S|), which greatly improves over a naive O(|∂B| · |S|)-sized tabulation.
Reverse Information. By defining Lrev((x, y)) = −L((x, y)) = −x− y, we obtain a labelling
with symmetric properties. In particular, define Arev(q) := min{ind(p) | p ∈ B−, p q} and
Zrev(q) := max{ind(p) | p ∈ B−, p q}. It is straightforward to prove the following symmetric
variant of Corollary 4.6.
Corollary 4.7. Let p ∈ B− and define `rev(p) := min{Lrev(q) | q ∈ B, p q}. Then for any
q ∈ B, we have
p q if and only if ind(q) ∈ [Arev(p),Zrev(p)] and `rev(q) ≤ Lrev(p).
4.3 Information stored at canonical block B
Using the characterization given in Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7, we can now describe which informa-
tion we need to store for any canonical block B ∈ B.
Definition 4.8. Let B ∈ B. The information stored at B (which we denote as DM,T (B))
consists of the following information: First, we store forward connectivity information con-
sisting of,
• for every p ∈ B− ∪ TB, the interval I(p) := [A(p),Z(p)], where A(p) = min{ind(q) |
q ∈ B+, p q}, and Z(p) = max{ind(q) | q ∈ B+, p q} (note that I(p) might be
empty if A(p) =∞,Z(p) = −∞),
• for every q ∈ B+, the reachability level `(q) = min{L(p) | p ∈ B, p q}.
Symmetrically, we store reverse connectivity information consisting of,
• for every q ∈ B+ ∪ TB, the interval Irev(q) := [Arev(q),Zrev(q)], where Arev(q) =
min{ind(p) | p ∈ B−, p q}, and Zrev(q) = max{ind(p) | p ∈ B−, p q} (again
Irev(q) might be empty if A(q) =∞,Z(q) = −∞),
• for every p ∈ B−, the reverse reachability level `rev(p) = min{Lrev(q) | q ∈ B, p q}.
Finally, if B has children B1, B2 ∈ B, where B1 is the lower or left sibling of B2, we
additionally store
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Z(p) = Zr(j
′)
Zl(p)
j
j′
A(p) = Ar(j)
p
Al(p)
Figure 7: Computation of I(p). To determine the smallest (largest) reachable index on B+ ∩
B+r , we optimize, over all j ∈ Bmid with p j, the smallest (largest) reachable index Ar(j)
(Zr(j)) on B+r .
• an orthogonal range minimization data structure ORB storing, for each free q ∈
Bmid = B+1 ∩ B−2 , the value `rev2 (q) under the key (ind(q), `1(q)). Here `1(q) denotes
the forward reachability level in B1, and `rev2 (q) denotes the reverse reachability level
in B2.
4.4 Computing Information at Parent From Information at Children
We show how to construct the information stored at the blocks quickly in a recursive fashion.
Lemma 4.9. Let B ∈ B with children B1, B2. Given the information stored at B1 and B2, we
can compute the information stored at B in time O((|∂B|+ |TB|) log |∂B|).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that B1, B2 are obtained from B by a vertical split
(the other case is analogous) – let Bl, Br denote the left and right child, respectively. As a
convention, we equip the information stored at Bl, Br with the subscript l, r, respectively, and
write the information stored at B without subscript. Furthermore, we let Bmidfree denote the set
of free positions of the splitting boundary Bmid = B+l ∩B−r .
Computation of I(p). Let p ∈ B− ∪TB be arbitrary. We first explain how to compute A(p).
If p ∈ Br, then A(p) = Ar(p), since by monotonicity any q ∈ B+ with p q satisfies q ∈ B+r .
Thus, it remains to consider p /∈ Br.
We claim that for p /∈ Br, we have A(p) = min{A1(p), A2(p)}, where
A1(p) := min
q∈B+∩Bl,
p q
ind(q)
A2(p) := min
j∈Bmidfree ,
p j
min
q∈B+∩Br,
j q
ind(q)
Indeed, this follows since each path starting in p ∈ Bl and ending in B+ must end in Bl, or
cross Bmid at some free j ∈ Bmid and end in Br.
To compute A1(p) note that Corollary 4.6 yields A1(p) = min{ind(q) | q ∈ B+∩Bl, ind(q) ∈
[Al(p),Zl(p)], `l(q) ≤ L(p)}, which can be expressed as an orthogonal range minimization query.
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Likewise, to compute A2(p), note that B+ ∩Br = B+r . Thus
A2(p) = min
j∈Bmidfree ,
p j
min
q∈B+r ,
j q
ind(q) = min
j∈Bmidfree ,
p j
Ar(j) = min
j∈Bmidfree ,
ind(j)∈Il(p),`l(j)≤L(p)
Ar(j),
where the second and last equalities follow from the definition of Ar and Corollary 4.6, respec-
tively. It follows that we can compute A2(p) using a simple orthogonal range minimization
query.
Switching the roles of minimization and maximization, we obtain the analogous statements
for computing Z(p). We summarize the algorithm formally in Algorithm 2. Its correctness
follows from the arguments above.
Let us analyze the running time: Observe that |Bmidfree | ≤ |∂B|. Thus, we can construct
the orthogonal range data structures ORA, ORZ, and ORtop in time O(|∂B| log |∂B|) (see
Section 2.3). For each p ∈ B− ∪ TB, we perform at most a constant number of two-dimensional
orthogonal range minimization/maximization queries, which takes time O(log |∂B|), followed by
constant-time computation. The total running time amounts to O((|∂B|+ |TB|) log |∂B|).
Algorithm 2 Computing I(p) = [A(p),Z(p)] for all p ∈ B− ∪ TB.
1: BuildORA storing Ar(j) under the key (ind(j), `l(j)) for j ∈ Bmidfree (for minimization queries)
2: BuildORZ storing Zr(j) under the key (ind(j), `l(j)) for j ∈ Bmidfree (for maximization queries)
3: Build ORtop storing ind(q) under the key (ind(q), `l(q)) for q ∈ B+ ∩Bl (for both queries)
4: for p ∈ (B− ∪ TB) do
5: if p ∈ Br then
6: I(p)← Ir(p)
7: else
8: A1(p)← ORtop.min([Al(p),Zl(p)]× (−∞, L(p)])
9: A2(p)← ORA.min([Al(p),Zl(p)]× (−∞, L(p)])
10: A(p)← min{A1(p),A2(p)}
11: Z1(p)← ORtop.max([Al(p),Zl(p)]× (−∞, L(p)])
12: Z2(p)← ORZ.max([Al(p),Zl(p)]× (−∞, L(p)])
13: Z(p)← max{Z1(p),Z2(p)}
Computation of `(q). Let q ∈ B+ be arbitrary. If q ∈ Bl, then `(q) = `l(p), since by
monotonicity every p ∈ B with p q is contained in Bl. Thus, we may assume that q /∈ Bl.
We claim that for q /∈ Bl, we have `(q) = min{`1(q), `2(q)}, where
`1(q) := min
p∈Br,
p q
L(p)
`2(q) := min
j∈Bmidfree ,
j q
min
p∈Bl,
p j
L(p)
Indeed, this follows since each path starting in B and ending in q ∈ Br must start in Br, or
start in Bl and cross Bmid at some free j ∈ Bmid.
Observe that the definition of `1(q) coincides with the definition of `r(q). Thus it only
remains to compute `2(q). We write
`2(q) = min
j∈Bmidfree ,
j q
min
p∈Bl,
p j
L(p) = min
j∈Bmidfree ,
j q
`l(j) = min
j∈Bmidfree ,
ind(j)∈Irevr (q),`revr (j)≤Lrev(q)
`l(j),
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Arevr (q)
Zrevr (q)
j
p p′
p′′
q
Figure 8: Computation of `(q). To determine the smallest label of a position in Bl reaching q,
we optimize, over all j ∈ Bmid with j  q, the smallest label `l(j) of a position p ∈ Bl reaching j.
where the second and last equalities follow from the definition of `l(j) and Corollary 4.7, re-
spectively. It follows that we can compute `2(p) using a simple orthogonal range minimization
query. For an illustration of `2(q), we refer to Figure 8.
We summarize the resulting algorithm formally in Algorithm 3 and illustrate it in Figure 8.
Its correctness follows from the arguments above.
To analyze the running time, observe that |Bmidfree | ≤ |∂B|. Thus, we can construct OR`
in time O(|∂B| log |∂B|) (see Section 2.3). For each q ∈ B+, we then perform at most one
minimization query to OR` in time O(log |∂B|), followed by a constant-time computation. Thus,
the total running time amounts to O(|∂B| log |∂B|).
Algorithm 3 Computing `(q) for all q ∈ B+.
1: BuildOR` storing `l(j) under the key (ind(j), `revr (j)) for j ∈ Bmidfree (for minimization queries)
2: for q ∈ B+ do
3: if q ∈ Bl then
4: `(q)← `l(q)
5: else
6: `2(q)← OR`.min([Arevr (q),Zrevr (q)]× (−∞, Lrev(q)])
7: `(q)← min{`r(q), `2(q)}
Computation of reverse information. Switching the direction of reach traversals (which
switches roles of inputs and outputs, Bl and Br, etc.) as well as L and Lrev, we can use the
same algorithms to compute the reverse connectivity information in the same running time of
O((|∂B|+ |TB|) log |∂B|).
Computation of ORB. Finally, we need to construct the two-dimensional orthogonal range
minimization data structure ORB: Recall that ORB stores, for each q ∈ Bmidfree , the value `revr (q)
under the key (ind(q), `l(q)) for minimization queries. Since |Bmidfree | ≤ |∂B|, this can be done in
time O(|∂B| log |∂B|) (cf. Section 2.3).
In summary, we can compute the information stored at B from the information stored at B1
and B2 in time O((|∂B|+ |TB|) log |∂B|), as desired.
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4.5 Initialization and Updates
We show how to construct our reachability data structure (using Lemma 4.9 that shows how to
compute the information stored at some canonical block B given the information stored at both
children). Specifically, the following lemma proves i) of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 4.10. We can construct DM,T in time O(n2 + |T | log2 n).
Proof. We use the obvious recursive algorithm to build DM,T in a bottom-up fashion using
Lemma 4.9. Recall that n = 2κ + 1 for some κ ∈ N. Note that for the blocks B ∈ B2κ in the
lowest level, we can compute the information stored in B in constant time, which takes time
O(|B2κ|) = O(n2) in total.
It remains to bound the running time to compute DM,T (B) for B ∈ B` for 0 ≤ ` < 2κ.
Observe that this running time is bounded by O(∑2κ−1`=0 ∑B∈B` cB) by Lemma 4.9, where cB :=|∂B| log |∂B|+ |TB| log |∂B|.
Let 0 ≤ ` < 2κ. By construction, we have |B`| = 2`. Furthermore, for any B ∈ B`, observe
that its side lengths are bounded by 2κ−b`/2c+1, and thus |∂B| ≤ 4 ·2κ−b`/2c ≤ 2κ−`/2+3. Hence,
we may compute
2κ−1∑
`=0
∑
B∈B`
|∂B| log |∂B| ≤
2κ−1∑
`=0
|B`|2κ−`/2+3(κ− `/2 + 3)
=
2κ−1∑
`=0
2κ+`/2+3(κ− `/2 + 3) (1)
≤ 2
(
κ∑
i=0
2κ+i+3(κ− i+ 3)
)
= 2(22(κ+3) − 2κ+3(κ+ 5)) = O(22κ) = O(n2).
Furthermore, we have
2κ−1∑
`=0
∑
B∈B`
|TB| log |∂B| ≤
2κ−1∑
`=0
4|T |(κ− `/2 + 3) = O(|T |κ2) = O(|T | log2 n),
where we used that
∑
B∈B` |TB| ≤ 4|T | (as any position in [n] × [n] is shared by at most 4
blocks at the same level). In total, we obtain a running time bound of O(n2 + |T | log2 n), as
desired.
With very similar arguments, we can prove iii) of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 4.11. Let M,M ′ be any n×n 0-1-matrices differing in at most k positions and T , T ′ ⊆
[n] × [n] be any sets of terminals of size k. Given the data structure DM,T , the set T ′, as well
as the set ∆ of positions in which M and M ′ differ, we can update DM,T to DM ′,T ′ in time
O(n√k log n+ k log2 n).
Proof. Set X := ∆ ∪ T ∪ T ′ and note that |X| = O(k). Observe that for any B ∈ B with
B ∩ X = ∅, we have DM,T (B) = DM ′,T ′(B), since the information stored at this block does
not depend on any changed entry in M and does not contain any of the old or new terminals.
Thus, we only need to update DM,T (B) to DM ′,T ′(B) for all B ∈ B with B ∩ X 6= ∅. We do
this analogously to Lemma 4.10 in a bottom-up fashion. Specifically, for any lowest-level block
B ∈ B2κ with B ∩X 6= ∅, we can compute the information stored in B in constant time. Since
there are at most 4|X| such blocks, this step takes time O(|X|) = O(k) in total.
It remains to bound the running time to compute DM,T (B) for B ∈ B` with B ∩ X 6= ∅,
where 0 ≤ ` < 2κ. For any such B, we let again cB := |∂B| log |∂B| + |TB| log |∂B|. Observe
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that the running time for the remaining task is thus bounded by O(∑2κ−1`=0 ∑B∈B`,B∩X 6=∅ cB) by
Lemma 4.9.
We do a case distinction into 0 ≤ ` < ¯` and ¯`≤ ` < 2κ where ¯` := blog kc. For the first case,
we bound
¯`−1∑
`=0
∑
B∈B`,
B∩X 6=∅
|∂B| log |∂B| ≤
¯`−1∑
`=0
∑
B∈B`
|∂B| log |∂B|
≤
¯`−1∑
i=0
2κ+i/2+3(κ− i/2 + 3)
≤
 ¯`−1∑
i=0
2i/2
 2κ+3κ = (1 +√2)(2¯`/2 − 1)2κ+3κ = O(√kn log n),
where the second inequality is derived as in (1). Recall that for any 0 ≤ ` < 2κ, there are at
most 4|X| blocks B ∈ B` with B ∩X 6= ∅ and for any B ∈ B`, we have |∂B| ≤ 2κ−`/2+3. We
compute
2κ−1∑
`=¯`
∑
B∈B`,
B∩X 6=∅
|∂B| log |∂B| ≤
2κ−1∑
`=¯`
4|X|2κ−`/2+3(κ− `/2 + 3)
≤ 4|X|2κ−¯`/2+3κ ·
2κ−¯`−1∑
`=0
2−`/2
= O
(
|X| n√
k
log n
)
= O(
√
kn log n).
Furthermore, as in the proof of Lemma 4.10, we again compute
2κ−1∑
`=0
∑
B∈B`,
B∩X 6=∅
|TB| log |∂B| ≤
2κ−1∑
`=0
4|T |(κ− `/2 + 3) = O(|T |κ2) = O(|T | log2 n).
Thus, in total we obtain a running time ofO(k+n√k log n+|T | log2 n) = O(n√k log n+k log2 n).
4.6 Reachability queries
It remains to show how to use the information stored at all canonical blocks to answer reachability
queries quickly. Specifically, the following lemma proves ii) of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 4.12. Given DM,T = (DM,T (B))B∈B, we can answer reachability queries for F ⊆ T in
time O(|T | log3 n).
Recall that we aim to determine whether there is a monotone path inM using only positions
(i, j) with Mi,j = 1 or (i, j) ∈ F , i.e., we view F as a set of free terminals (typically, (i, j) ∈ F
is a non-free position). In this section we assume, without loss of generality, that (1, 1), (n, n) ∈
TB (whenever we construct/update to the data structure DM,T , we may construct/update to
DM,T ∪{(1,1),(n,n)} in the same asymptotic running time).
For any block B ∈ B, S ⊆ F ⊆ TB, we define the function Reach(B,S, F ) that returns the
set
R := {t ∈ F | ∃f1, . . . , f` ∈ F : f1 ∈ S, f` = t, f1  f2  · · · f`},
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i.e., we interpret S as a set of admissible starting positions for a reach traversal and ask for
the set of positions reachable from S using only free positions or free terminals. We call any
such position F -reachable from S. (Recall that in the definition of p q, only the intermediate
points on a reach traversal from p and q are required to be free, while the endpoints p and q are
allowed to be non-free.)
We show that Reach(B,S, F ) can be computed in time O(|TB| log3 n). Given this, we can
answer any reachability query in the same asymptotic running time: the reachability query asks
whether there is a sequence f1, . . . , f` ∈ F ∪ {(1, 1), (n, n)} such that (i) f1 = (1, 1) and f` =
(n, n), (ii) both (1, 1) and (n, n) are free positions or contained in F and (iii) f1  f2  · · · f`.
Since (ii) can be checked in constant time, it remains to determine whether
(n, n) ∈ Reach([n]× [n], {(1, 1)}, F ∪ {(1, 1), (n, n)}).
4.6.1 Computation of Reach(B,S, F )
To compute Reach(B,S, F ), we work on the recursive block structure of DM,T . Specifically,
consider any canonical block B ∈ B (containing some free terminal) with children B1, B2. The
(somewhat simplified) approach is the following: We first (recursively) determine all free ter-
minals that are F -reachable from S in B1 and call this set R1. Then, we determine all free
terminals in B2 that are (directly) reachable from R1 and call this set T2. Finally, we (recur-
sively) determine all free terminals in B2 that are F -reachable from T2 ∪ (S ∩B2) and call this
set R2. The desired set of free terminals that are F -reachable from S is then R1∪R2. The main
challenge in this process is the computation of the set T2; this task is solved by the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.13. Let B ∈ B be a block with children B1, B2. Given S ⊆ B1 \ Bmid and F ⊆
B2 \Bmid with S, F ⊆ TB, we can compute the set
T = {t ∈ F | ∃s ∈ S : s t}
in time O(|TB| log2 n). We call this procedure SingleStepReach(B,S, F ).
We postpone the proof of this lemma to Section 4.6.2 and first show how this yields an
algorithm for Reach, and thus, for reachability queries.
Proof of Lemma 4.12. We claim that Algorithm 4 computes R in time O(|T | log3 n).
Algorithm 4 Computing Reach(B,S, F ) for B ∈ B, S ⊆ F ⊆ TB.
1: function Reach(B,S, F )
2: if F = ∅ then
3: return ∅
4: else if B is a 2× 2 block then
5: Compute R by checking all possibilities and return it
6: else . B splits into child blocks B1, B2
7: S1 ← S ∩B1, S2 ← S ∩B2
8: R1 ← Reach(B1, S1, F ∩B1)
9: T2 ← SingleStepReach(B,R1 \Bmid, F \B1)
10: R2 ← Reach(B2, S2 ∪ T2 ∪ (R1 ∩Bmid), F ∩B2)
11: return R1 ∪R2
To ease the analysis, we introduce the shorthand that s F t if and only if there are
f1, . . . , f` ∈ F with f1 = s, f` = t and f1  f2  · · · f`, i.e., t is F -reachable from s.
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We show that Algorithm 4 computes R = {t ∈ F | ∃s ∈ S, s F t} inductively: The base
case for 2× 2 blocks B holds trivially. Otherwise, by inductive assumption, we have
R1 = {t ∈ F ∩B1 | ∃s ∈ S ∩B1, s F∩B1 t}.
Note that by definition of SingleStepReach, we furthermore have
T2 = {t ∈ F \B1 | ∃s ∈ R1 \Bmid, s t}.
Finally, by inductive assumption,
R2 = {t ∈ F ∩B2 | ∃s ∈ S ∩B2, s F∩B2 t} ∪
{t ∈ F ∩B2 | ∃s ∈ T2, s F∩B2 t} ∪
{t ∈ F ∩B2 | ∃s ∈ R1 ∩Bmid, s F∩B2 t}.
First, we show that any t ∈ R1∪R2 is contained in R: If t ∈ R1, then there is some s ∈ S∩B1 ⊆ S
with s F∩B1 t (trivially implying s F t), and thus t ∈ R. Likewise, if t ∈ T2, then there is
some t′ ∈ R1 \ Bmid with t′  t. Since t′ ∈ R1, there must exist some s ∈ S with s F t′.
Thus s F t′ and t′  t yields s F t and t ∈ R. Finally, if t ∈ R2, there exists some t′ with
t′  F∩B2 t and either t′ ∈ S ∩ B2, t′ ∈ T2, or t′ ∈ R1 ∩ Bmid. In all these cases, there is some
s ∈ S with s F t′. Hence s F t′ and t′  F∩B2 t imply s F t, placing t in R.
We proceed to show the converse direction that any t ∈ R is contained in R1 ∪ R2: Let
s ∈ S with s F t. If t ∈ F ∩ B1, then s F t is equivalent to s F∩B1 t and s ∈ S ∩ B1 (by
monotonicity). Thus, t ∈ R1. It only remains to consider the case that t ∈ F \B1. If s ∈ S∩B2,
then again my monotonicity s F∩B2 t must hold, which implies t ∈ R2. Otherwise, we have
s ∈ S \ B2. Since additionally t ∈ F \ B1, there must exist either (1) some r ∈ F ∩ Bmid with
s F∩B1 r and r  F∩B2 t or (2) some t′ ∈ F \ B2, t′′ ∈ F \ B1 with s F∩B1 t′  t′′  F∩B2 t
(by monotonicity). For (1), note that r ∈ R1 (as shown above), and thus t ∈ R2. For (2),
note that t′ ∈ R1 \ B2 = R1 \ Bmid (as s ∈ S ∩ B1, t′ ∈ F \ B2 and s F∩B1 t′), t′′ ∈ T2 (as
t′ ∈ R1 \ Bmid, t′′ ∈ F \ B1 and t′  t′′) and finally t ∈ R2 (as t′′ ∈ T2 and t′′  F∩B2 t), as
desired.
We analyze the running time of a call Reach(B0, S0, F0). Let T (B) = O(|TB| log2 n) denote
the running time of SingleStepReach(B,S, F ) for arbitrary S, F . Observe that the running time
of Reach(B0, S0, F0) is bounded by ∑
B∈B,
TB 6=∅
O(T (B)), (2)
as for TB = ∅, we have F ⊆ TB = ∅, thus we do not make a call to SingleStepReach and do
not recurse. To bound the above term, fix any `, and note that for any t ∈ T , there are at
most 4 level-` blocks B ∈ B` with t ∈ TB (if t is on the boundary of some block B ∈ B`, it
is shared between different blocks; however, any position is shared by at most 4 blocks). Thus∑
B∈B` |TB| ≤ 4|T |. Thus, (2) is bounded by
2 log(n−1)∑
`=0
∑
B∈B`,
TB 6=∅
O(|TB| log2 n) =
2 log(n−1)∑
`=0
O(|T | log2 n) = O(|T | log3 n).
4.6.2 Computation of SingleStepReach(B,S, F )
It remains to prove Lemma 4.13 to conclude the proof of Lemma 4.12.
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Proof of Lemma 4.13. Consider B ∈ B. We only consider the case that B is split vertically
(the other case is symmetric); let Bl, Br denote its left and right sibling, respectively. Let
S ⊆ Bl \ Bmid, F ⊆ Br \ Bmid with S, F ⊆ TB be arbitrary. We use notation (subscripts l, r,
etc.) as in the proof of Lemma 4.9.
Observe that for any s ∈ S, f ∈ F , we have that s f if and only if there exists some j ∈
Bmidfree with s j and j  f . To introduce some convenient conventions, let Jmid = {j1, . . . , jN},
where j1, . . . , jN is the sorted sequence of ind(q) with q ∈ Bmidfree . We call J ⊆ Jmid an interval
of Jmid if J = {ja, ja+1, . . . , jb} for some 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ N and write it as J = [ja, jb]Jmid (i.e.,
[ja, jb]Jmid simply disregards any indices in [ja, jb] representing positions outside of Bmidfree ).
Consider any interval J of Jmid with the property that for all s ∈ S we either have J∩Il(s) =
J or J ∩ Il(s) = ∅ and for all f ∈ F we either have J ∩ Irevr (f) = J or J ∩ Irevr (f) = ∅. We call
such a J an (S, F )-reach-equivalent. Note that by splitting Jmid right before and right after all
points A(s),Z(s) with s ∈ S and Arev(f),Zrev(f) with f ∈ F , we obtain a partition of Jmid into
(S, F )-reach-equivalent intervals J1, . . . , J` with ` = O(|S ∪ F |) = O(|TB|).10
Claim 4.14. Let J be an (S, F )-reach-equivalent interval J . Let RJ be the set of t ∈ F reachable
from S via J , i.e., RJ := {t ∈ F | ∃s ∈ S, j ∈ J : s j  t}. Define
`J := min
j∈J,
∃s∈S:s j
`revr (j).
We have
RJ = {t ∈ F | J ⊆ Irevr (t), `J ≤ Lrev(t)}. (3)
(See Figure 9 for an illustration.)
Proof. Indeed, for any t ∈ F with J ⊆ Irevr (t) and `J ≤ Lrev(t), consider any j ∈ J with
`revr (j) = `
J and s j for some s ∈ S. Then we have j ∈ J ⊆ Irevr (t) and `revr (j) = `J ≤ Lrev(t).
Thus by Corollary 4.7, j  t, which together with s j implies s j  t, as desired. For
the converse, let t ∈ F with s j  t for some s ∈ S, j ∈ J . Then by definition of `J ,
we obtain `J ≤ `revr (j). Furthermore, by Corollary 4.7, j  t implies that j ∈ Irevr (t) with
Lrev(t) ≥ `revr (j) ≥ `J . Note that j ∈ Irevr (t) implies J ⊆ Irevr (t) (as J is (S, F )-reach-equivalent),
thus we obtain that J ⊆ Irevr (t) and `J ≤ `revr (j), as desired.
Thus, after computing `J , an orthogonal range reporting query can be used to report all
t ∈ F reachable from S via J . To compute `J , we observe that for any j ∈ J , we have
∃s ∈ S : s j Cor. 4.6⇐⇒ ∃s ∈ S : j ∈ Il(s), `l(j) ≤ L(s) ⇐⇒ `l(j) ≤ max
s∈S,
j∈Il(s)
L(s) =: Lj .
Noting (by (S, F )-reach-equivalence of J) that j ∈ Il(s) if and only if J ⊆ Il(s), we have that
Lj is independent of j ∈ J , and, in particular, equal to
LJ := max
s∈S,
J⊆Il(s)
L(s), (4)
which can be computed by a single orthogonal range minimization query. Equipped with this
value, we may determine `J as
`J = min
j∈J,
`l(j)≤LJ
`revr (j). (5)
Note that given `J , we may determine RJ by a single orthogonal range reporting query (by (3)).
10To be more precise, we start with the partition J consisting of the singleton Jmid. We then iterate over
any point j among A(s),Z(s), s ∈ S and Arev(f),Zrev(f), f ∈ F , and replace the interval J = [ja, jb]Jmid ∈ J
containing j by the three intervals [ja, j)Jmid , {j}, (j, jb]Jmid , where the first and the last interval may be empty.
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Figure 9: Computation of RJ for an (S, F )-reach equivalent interval J . Intuitively, we first
determine, among indices in J reachable from some s ∈ S, the index j ∈ J with the best
connectivity towards F . We then determine all f ∈ F reachable from j.
We obtain the algorithm specified in Algorithm 5, whose correctness we summarize as follows:
in the i-th loop, we consider the i-th (S, F )-reach-equivalent interval Ji =: [ai, bi]Jmid in the
above partition of Jmid. Observe that we determine LJi according to its definition in (4), and
`Ji according to (5). Finally, we include in the set Ri all elements of RJi that have not yet been
reported in a previous iteration, exploiting (3).
Let us analyze the running time. Recall that ` = O(|S ∪ F |) = O(|TB|). Thus, we can
compute J1, . . . , J` in time O(` log `) = O(|TB| log n). Furthermore, as discussed in Section 2.3,
we can build ORS in time O(|S| log |S|) = O(|TB| log n) to support maximization queries in
time O(log |S|) = O(log n). Also, we can build ORF in time O(|F | log2 |F |) = O(|TB| log2 |TB|)
to support deletions in time O(log2 |F |) = O(log2 |TB|) and queries in time O(log2 |F | + k) =
O(log2 |TB|+ k) where k denotes the number of reported elements.
We perform ` = O(|TB|) iterations of the following form: First, we make a query to ORS
running in time O(log n), followed by a query to ORB running in time O(log |∂B|) = O(log n).
Then we obtain a set Ri by a reporting query to ORF running in time O(log2 |TB| + |Ri|).
Afterwards, we delete all reported elements, which takes time O(|Ri| log2 |TB|). Thus, the total
running time is bounded by O(|TB| log n +
∑`
i=1 |Ri| log2 |TB|). Observe that we report each
element in TB at most once, which results in
∑`
i=1 |Ri| ≤ |TB|. Hence, the total running time is
bounded by O(|TB|(log n+ log2 |TB|)) = O(|TB| log2 n), as desired.
5 Conditional Lower Bound
In this section we prove a lower bound of n4−o(1) for the discrete Fréchet distance under trans-
lation for two curves of length n ∈ R2 conditional on the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis,
or more precisely the 4-OV Hypothesis. To this end, we reduce 4-OV to the discrete Fréchet
distance under translation.
We already defined k-OV in the introduction; let us now have a closer look at 4-OV. Given
four sets of N vectors V1, . . . , V4 ⊆ {0, 1}D, the 4-OV problem can be expressed as
∃v1 ∈ V1, . . . , v4 ∈ V4 ∀j ∈ [D] ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} : vi[j] = 0. (6)
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Algorithm 5 Computing SingleStepReach(B,S, F ) for B ∈ B, S ⊆ Bl \Bmid, F ⊆ Br \Bmid.
1: function SingleStepReach(B,S, F )
2: Compute a partitioning of Jmid into (S, F )-reach-equivalent intervals J1, . . . , J`
3: Build ORS storing L(s) under the key (Al(s),Zl(s)) for s ∈ S (for maximization queries)
4: Build ORF storing ind(f) under the key (Arevr (f),Zrevr (f), Lrev(f)) for f ∈ F (for dy-
namic dominance reporting queries)
5: for i = 1, . . . , ` do . consider J = [ai, bi]Jmid
6: LJ ← ORS .max((−∞, ai]× [bi,∞))
7: `J ← ORB.min([ai, bi]× (−∞, LJ ])
8: Ri ← ORF .report((−∞, ai]× [bi,∞)× [`J ,∞))
9: ORF .delete(Ri)
10: return
⋃`
i=1Ri
Recall from the introduction that we encode choosing the vectors v1, . . . , v4 by the translation τ =
(h1 ·, h2 ·) with h1, h2 ∈ {0, . . . , N2−1} for some constant  > 0 which is sufficiently small, e.g.,
 = 0.001/N4. Choosing v1 ∈ V1 and v2 ∈ V2, we define h1 := h(v1, v2) := ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N ,
where ind(vi) is the index of vector vi in the set Vi; similarly for v3 ∈ V3, v4 ∈ V4 we define
h2 := h(v3, v4). To perform the reduction, we want to construct two curves pi and σ that
implement the following expression, which is equivalent to (6):
∃τ ∈ R2 ∀j ∈ [D] ∃i ∈ {1, 2}, v ∈ V2i−1, v′ ∈ V2i : (v[j] = 0 ∨ v′[j] = 0) ∧ (h(v, v′) ·  = τi). (7)
We can further transform this expression to make it easier to create gadgets for the reduction:
∃τ ∈ [0, (N2 − 1) · ]× [0, (N2 − 1) · ] ∀j ∈ [D]
∨
i∈{1,2}
v∈V2i−1,v′∈V2i:
v[j]=0 or v′[j]=0
h(v, v′) ·  = τi.
According to this formula, we will construct the following gadgets:
• Translation gadget: It ensures that τ ∈ [−14 ·, (N2− 34) ·]× [−14 ·, (N2− 34) ·], i.e. we are
always close to the points in the -grid of translations that choose our vectors v1, . . . , v4.
• OV-dimension gadget: This is an AND gadget over all j ∈ [D].
• OR gadget: It implements the big OR in the formula.
• Equality gadget: This gadget is only traversable if the two vectors it was created for
correspond to τ , i.e., it ensures that h(v, v′) ·  ≈ τi.
We use the above mentioned gadgets as follows. The constructed curves pi and σ start with
the translation gadget consisting of the curves pi(0), σ(0). They are followed by D different parts
that form the OV-dimension gadget. Each of the D parts is an OR gadget and we call the
respective curves pi(j) and σ(j) for j ∈ [D]. Each of the OR gadgets (pi(j), σ(j)) contains several
equality gadgets. We will use different variations of the equality gadget (one for each set of
vectors V1, . . . , V4) but they are all of very similar structure. We need four different types of
equality gadgets because for a certain vi ∈ Vi a part of the gadget is only inserted if vi[d] = 0.
Thus, if we traverse an equality gadget later, we know that it corresponds to one zero entry and
also to the current translation. See Figure 10 for an overview of the whole construction.
In the following, we assume that for all dimensions j ∈ [D] at least one vector in V1∪· · ·∪V4
contains a 0 in dimension j. If this is not the case, then we construct a trivial NO instance
for the discrete Fréchet distance under translation as obviously no orthogonal vectors can be
found for this instance. Now we give the detailed construction of the gadgets and the proofs of
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Figure 10: Overview of how the different gadgets are used in the curves that result from
the reduction. We use one translation gadget, one OV-dimension gadget, D OR gadgets, and
O(ND) equality gadgets.
correctness. The instance of the discrete Fréchet distance under translation that we construct in
the reduction uses a threshold distance of δ = 2 + 14, i.e. we want to know for the constructed
curves pi and σ if their discrete Fréchet distance under translation is not more than δ.
a
a
b
b
a = 2− (N 2 − 1)
b = 2
Figure 11: Translation
gadget.
Translation Gadget. First we have to restrict the possible transla-
tions to ensure that τ ∈ [−14 ·, (N2− 34) ·]× [−14 ·, (N2− 34) ·]. This
is realized by a gadget where curve pi(0) consists of only one vertex
and curve σ(0) consists of four vertices:
pi(0) := 〈(0, 0)〉,
σ(0) := 〈(2− (N2 − 1), 0), (0, 2− (N2 − 1)), (−2, 0), (0,−2)〉.
Lemma 5.1. Given two curves pi, σ with prefixes pi(0), σ(0), such that
all remaining points are in distance greater than 8 of the prefixes, the
following holds:
(i) if τ ∈ [0, (N2 − 1)]× [0, (N2 − 1)], then δF (pi(0), σ(0) + τ) ≤ δ
(ii) if δF (pi, σ+τ) ≤ δ, then τ ∈ [−14 ·, (N2− 34)·]×[−14 ·, (N2− 34)·]
Proof. We start with showing (i), so assume τ ∈ [0, (N2 − 1)] × [0, (N2 − 1)]. Note that the
maximal distance maxq∈σ(0) maxτ
∥∥pi(0) − (q + τ)∥∥ is an upper bound on δF (pi(0), σ(0) + τ). A
simple calculation gives us the desired result:
max
q∈σ(0)
max
τ
∥∥∥pi(0) − (q + τ)∥∥∥ <√22 + 2N4 ≤√22 + + 1
16
2 = 2 +
1
4
,
where we used  ≤ N−4.
Now we prove (ii). Note that the start points of pi and σ have to be in distance ≤ δ, thus
τ ∈ [−4, 1]× [−2, 2] (using a very rough estimate). Using this and the fact that all points on pi
except pi(0) are further than 8 from σ(0), we have to stay in pi(0) while traversing σ(0). Thus, the
following inequalities hold for τi > (N2 − 34) or τi < −14 and i ∈ {1, 2} (where ‖v‖∞ denotes
the infinity norm of v):
δF (pi, σ + τ) ≥ δF (pi(0), σ(0) + τ) ≥ max
i∈[4]
{∥∥∥pi(0)1 − (σ(0)i + τ)∥∥∥∞} > δ,
which is the contrapositive of (ii).
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σF (v2)
(−1 +  · ind(v1), 1 + η)
(−1−  · ind(v2) ·N,−1− η) (1 +  · ind(v1),−1− η)
(1−  · ind(v2) ·N, 1 + η)
piF (v1)
(a) Equality Gadget for V1 and V2
σG(v4)
(−1− η, 1 +  · ind(v3))
(−1− η,−1−  · ind(v4) ·N) (1 + η,−1 +  · ind(v3))
(1 + η, 1−  · ind(v4) ·N)
piG(v3)
(b) Equality Gadget for V3 and V4
Figure 12: The equality gadgets for F and G. The ones for F ′ and G′ are simply shifted.
For the remainder of this section we restrict τ to the range from the previous lemma, and
thus for convenience define
T := [−1
4
· , (N2 − 3
4
) · ]× [−1
4
· , (N2 − 3
4
) · ].
OV-dimension Gadget. For every 4-OV dimension j ∈ [D], we construct separate gadgets
pi(1), . . . , pi(D) for pi and σ(1), . . . , σ(D) for σ. We want to connect these gadgets in a way that
the whole curve has distance not more than δ if and only if all gadgets have distance not more
than δ for a given translation τ . This is done by simply placing the gadgets in distance greater
than δ +N2 ·  from each other and concatenating them.
Lemma 5.2. Given a translation τ ∈ T and curves pi = pi(1), . . . , pi(D) and σ = σ(1), . . . , σ(D)
where for all j ∈ [D] all points of pi(j) are further than δ + 2N2 ·  from each point of σ(j′) with
j 6= j′, then δ(pi, σ + τ) ≤ δ if and only if δF (pi(j), σ(j) + τ) ≤ δ for all j ∈ [D].
Proof. First, note that whatever τ we choose in the given range, σ(j) + τ is still in distance
greater than δ from every pi(j′) with j′ 6= j.
Now, assume that for all j ∈ [D] the curves pi(j), σ(j) + τ have distance at most δ. Then we
can traverse the gadgets in order and do simultaneous jumps between them. Note that those
jumps do not change the distance. Thus, also the distance of the whole curves pi and σ + τ is
at most δ. For the other direction, assume that at least one distance is greater than δ. If we
do not traverse simultaneously (i.e., at one point the traversal is in pi(j) and σ(j′) for j 6= j′),
then due to large distances of pi(j), σ(j′) + τ for j 6= j′ we have distance greater than δ for this
traversal. On the other hand, a simultaneous traversal traverses pi(j) and σ(j) together for all j,
so we also have distance greater than δ due to the gadget with distance greater than δ.
For the remaining gadgets we define for convenience:
η := 3 ·N2.
Equality Gadget. An equality gadget F (v1, v2) for the vectors v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2 is a pair of
two curves, piF (v1) and σF (v2), see Figure 12a:
piF (v1) := 〈(1 +  · ind(v1),−1− η), (−1 +  · ind(v1), 1 + η)〉,
σF (v2) := 〈(−1−  · ind(v2) ·N,−1− η), (1−  · ind(v2) ·N, 1 + η)〉.
Note that this gives us N2 different gadgets consisting of 2N different curves. We later use the
curves piF (v1) in pi and the curves σF (v2) in σ where they can be matched to form a gadget.
Lemma 5.3. Given curves piF (v1), σF (v2) for some v1 ∈ V1 and v2 ∈ V2, and given a translation
τ ∈ T , the following properties hold:
(i) if τ1 =  · (ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N), then δF (piF (v1), σF (v2) + τ) ≤ δ
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(ii) if δF (piF (v1), σF (v2) + τ) ≤ δ, then | · (ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N)− τ1| ≤ 13
Proof. To prove (i), it suffices to give a valid traversal. We traverse piF (v1) = (p1, p2) and
σF (v2) = (q1, q2) simultaneously. Thus, we just want an upper bound on the distance between
the (translated) first points p1, q1 + τ and the distance between the (translated) second points
p2, q2 + τ to get an upper bound on δF (piF (v1), σF (v2) + τ). These distances are
‖p1 − (q1 + τ)‖2 =(2 +  · ind(v1) +  · ind(v2) ·N − τ1)2 + τ22 = 4 + τ22 ≤ 4 + +
1
16
2 = δ2,
‖p2 − (q2 + τ)‖2 =(−2 +  · ind(v1) +  · ind(v2) ·N − τ1)2 + τ22 = 4 + τ22 ≤ δ2,
where we used |τ2| ≤ N2 and thus τ22 ≤ N42 ≤  since  ≤ N−4. Both distances are at most δ
and thus the discrete Fréchet distance is at most δ as well.
For proving (ii), first note that the first (respectively second) point of piF (v1) is far from the
second (respectively first) point of σF (v2), due to η ≥ N2. Thus, we have to traverse the gadget
simultaneously. It remains to show that if the first two points are in distance not more than δ
and the same holds for the second points, then τ1 is close to  · (ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N). In the
following calculations let ∆ :=  · ind(v1) +  · ind(v2) ·N − τ1. For p1, q1 we then get
‖p1 − (q1 + τ)‖2 = (2 +  · ind(v1) +  · ind(v2) ·N − τ1)2 + τ22 ≤ (2 + 14)2
⇔ (2 + ∆)2 + τ22 ≤ 4 + + 1162
⇔ 4 + 4∆ + ∆2 + τ22 ≤ 4 + + 1162
⇒ 4∆ ≤ + 1162
⇒ ∆ ≤ 13.
With a similar calculation for p2, q2 we obtain that ∆ ≥ −13, and thus |∆| ≤ 13.
Now we introduce three gadgets which have the same properties as the equality gadget but
are slightly different. The aim is to have four types of gadgets which are pairwise further than a
discrete Fréchet distance of δ apart such that we can use them together in one big OR expression.
Shifted Equality Gadget. As described in the introduction of this section, we want to use
the curves piF (v1), σF (v2) in case v1[j] = 0 and we need an additional gadget for v2[j] = 0.
However, those two gadgets should not be too close such that the curves cannot be matched
but also not too far such that the OR gadget (which we introduce later) still works. Thus, we
introduce another gadget F ′(v1, v2) which consists of a pair of curves piF ′(v1), σF ′(v2) that are
just shifted versions of piF (v1), σF (v2); shifted by N2 in the first dimension. More formally,
piF ′(v1) := piF (v1) + (N
2, 0),
σF ′(v2) := σF (v2) + (N
2, 0).
Before proving the desired properties, we introduce the remaining two variants of the equality
gadget.
Equality Gadget for V3 and V4. The above introduced equality gadgets only work for
vectors in V1 and V2 but we also need a gadget for vectors in V3 and V4. Therefore, we introduce
the gadget G(v3, v4), which is a mirrored equality gadget consisting of the curves piG(v3) and
σG(v4), see Figure 12b:
piG(v3) := 〈(−1− η, 1 +  · ind(v3)), (1 + η,−1 +  · ind(v3))〉,
σG(v4) := 〈(−1− η,−1−  · ind(v4) ·N), (1 + η, 1−  · ind(v4) ·N)〉.
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Shifted Equality Gadget for V3 and V4. We define G′(v3, v4) similarly to F ′(v1, v2), i.e.,
we shift the curves of G by N2, but in contrast to F ′ we shift it in the second dimension. More
formally:
piG′(v3) := piG(v3) + (0, N
2),
σG′(v4) := σG(v4) + (0, N
2).
Due to the similar structure of the curve pairs of F (v1, v2) and F ′(v1, v2), G(v3, v4), G′(v3, v4),
analogous statements to Lemma 5.3 also hold for curve pairs from F ′(v1, v2), G(v3, v4), and
G′(v3, v4). Specifically, we have:
Lemma 5.4. Given curves piF ′(v1), σF ′(v2) for some v1 ∈ V1 and v2 ∈ V2, and given a transla-
tion τ ∈ T , the following properties hold:
(i) if τ1 =  · (ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N), then δF (piF ′(v1), σF ′(v2) + τ) ≤ δ
(ii) if δF (piF ′(v1), σF ′(v2) + τ) ≤ δ, then | · (ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N)− τ1| ≤ 13
Lemma 5.5. Given curves piG(v3), σG(v4) for some v3 ∈ V3 and v4 ∈ V4, and given a translation
τ ∈ T , the following properties hold:
(i) if τ2 =  · (ind(v3) + ind(v4) ·N), then δF (piG(v3), σG(v4) + τ) ≤ δ
(ii) if δF (piG(v3), σG(v4) + τ) ≤ δ, then | · (ind(v3) + ind(v4) ·N)− τ2| ≤ 13
Lemma 5.6. Given curves piG′(v3), σG′(v4) for some v3 ∈ V3 and v4 ∈ V4, and given a transla-
tion τ ∈ T , the following properties hold:
(i) if τ2 =  · (ind(v3) + ind(v4) ·N), then δF (piG′(v3), σG′(v4) + τ) ≤ δ
(ii) if δF (piG′(v3), σG′(v4) + τ) ≤ δ, then | · (ind(v3) + ind(v4) ·N)− τ2| ≤ 13
We now show that all subcurves of different equality gadgets are pairwise further apart than δ.
Lemma 5.7. For any vectors v1 ∈ V1, . . . , v4 ∈ V4 and any translation τ ∈ T , each pi-subcurve
from any of F (v1, v2), F ′(v1, v2), G(v3, v4), G′(v3, v4) is in discrete Fréchet distance greater than
δ from each σ-subcurve of any equality gadget of different type.
Proof. We first show that this holds for F and F ′. Consider the first point of σF (·,·) which we
call q. This point is further than 2+N2 from both points of piF ′(·,·). When translating σ with τ ,
the distance is still greater than 2 + 34. Thus, σF (·,·) and piF ′(·,·) are in discrete Fréchet distance
greater than δ for any valid τ . Now let p be the second point of piF (·,·). The point p has distance
greater than 2 +  from σF ′(·,·). With translation τ this distance is still greater than 2 + 34 and
thus piF (·,·) and σF ′(·,·) are in discrete Fréchet distance greater than δ for any valid τ . The proof
for G and G′ is symmetric.
Now we prove the lemma for F and G,G′. First note that every point of F is in distance
1 + η of the first coordinate axis and every point of G,G′ is in distance 1 + η of the second
coordinate axis. Additionally, no point of F is closer than 1 − 2N2 to the second coordinate
axis while no point of G,G′ is closer than 1−2N2 to the first coordinate axis. This means that
every point of a pi-curve of F is in distance at least 2 + η − 2N2 = 2 + N2 of any point of a
σ-curve of G or G′. Even with translation this distance is at least 2 + 34 ≥ δ. Thus, also the
discrete Fréchet distance is greater than δ. The proof for F ′ is similar and the proofs for G and
G′ are symmetric.
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Figure 13: The OR gadget for general diagonal and anti-diagonal curves. The gray square is
the centered square with diameter 2.
We moreover observe that our equality gadgets lie in very restricted regions. Specifically, we
call a curve diagonal if all of its vertices are contained in
[−1− 2η,−1 + 2η]2 ∪ [1− 2η, 1 + 2η]2,
and we call it anti-diagonal if all of its vertices are contained in
[−1− 2η,−1 + 2η]× [1− 2η, 1 + 2η] ∪ [1− 2η, 1 + 2η]× [−1− 2η,−1 + 2η].
Observation 5.8. For all gadgets F (v1, v2), F ′(v1, v2), G(v3, v4), G′(v3, v4) the σ-parts are di-
agonal while the pi-parts are anti-diagonal.
We are now ready to describe the last gadget. For proving its correctness, we will essentially
only use the diagonal and anti-diagonal property of the curves above.
OR Gadget. We construct an OR gadget over diagonal and anti-diagonal curves which we will
later apply to equality gadgets. Before introducing the gadget itself, we define various auxiliary
points whose meaning will become clear later. Here we keep notation close to [Bri14], although
the details of our construction are quite different.
s1 :=
(−14 ,−14) , t1 := (14 , 14) , r1 := ( 99100 ,−54) , r′1 := (− 99100 , 54) ,
s2 := (0, 0), s
∗
2 :=
(−32 ,−32) , t∗2 := (32 , 32) , t2 := (0, 0), r2 := (− 99100 ,−54) , r′2 := ( 99100 , 54) .
Now, given diagonal curves σˆ1, . . . , σˆ` and anti-diagonal curves pˆi1, . . . , pˆik, we define the two
curves of the OR gadget as
piOR := ©
i∈[k]
s1 ◦ r1 ◦ pˆii ◦ r′1 ◦ t1,
σOR := s2 ◦ s∗2 ◦ ( ©
j∈[`]
r2 ◦ σˆj ◦ r′2) ◦ t∗2 ◦ t2.
See Figure 13 for a visualization. Now let us prove correctness of the gadget.
Lemma 5.9. Given an OR gadget over diagonal curves σˆ1, . . . , σˆ` and anti-diagonal curves
pˆi1, . . . , pˆik, for any translation τ ∈ T we have δF (piOR, σOR+τ) ≤ δ if and only if δF (pˆii, σˆj+τ) ≤
δ for some i, j.
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Proof. First observe that no two auxiliary points have distance close to 2 and thus the translation
τ does not change whether auxiliary points are closer than δ = 2 + 14 or not. Thus, we can
ignore the translation for distances between auxiliary points in this proof.
We first show that if δF (pˆii, σˆj + τ) ≤ δ for some i, j, then δF (piOR, σOR + τ) ≤ δ by giving a
valid traversal. We start in s1, s2. Then we traverse piOR until the copy of s1 which comes before
the subcurve pˆii. While staying in s1, we traverse σOR until we reach the copy of r2 right before
the subcurve σˆj . We then do one step on piOR to r1. Now we step to the first nodes of pˆii and
σˆj simultaneously, and then traverse these two subcurves in distance δ, which is possible due to
δF (pˆi
i, σˆj + τ) ≤ δ. We then step to the copies of r′1 and r′2 simultaneously. We then step to t1
on piOR, while staying at r′2 at σOR. Subsequently, while staying in t1, we traverse σOR until we
reach its last point, namely t2. Now we can traverse the remainder of piOR. One can check that
this traversal stays within distance δ.
We now show that if δF (piOR, σOR + τ) ≤ δ, then there exist i, j such that δF (pˆii, σˆj + τ) ≤ δ.
We prove this by reconstructing how a valid traversal, which exists due to δF (piOR, σOR +τ) ≤ δ,
must have passed through piOR and σOR. Consider the point when s∗2 is reached. At that point,
we have to be in some copy of s1 as this is the only type of node of piOR which is in distance at
most δ from s∗2. Let pˆii be the subcurve right after this copy of s1. When we step to the copy
of r1 right after this s1, there are only three types of nodes from σOR in distance δ: s2, t2, r2.
Note that we already passed s2, and we cannot have reached t2 yet, as t∗2 is neither in reach of
s1 nor r1. Thus, we are in r2. Let the curve right after r2 be σˆj . The only option now is to do
a simultaneous step to the first nodes of pˆii and σˆj . Now, consider the point when either r′1 or
r′2 is first reached. All points of pˆii are far from r′2 and all points of σˆj are far from r′1 and thus
we have to be in r′1 and r′2 at the same time. This implies that we traversed pˆii and σˆj from the
start to the end nodes in distance δ and therefore δF (pˆii, σˆj + τ) ≤ δ.
Assembling pi(j) and σ(j). Now we can apply the OR gadget to the equality gadgets in the
following way. For each of the D dimensions we construct an OR gadget. The OR gadget for
dimension j ∈ [D] contains as anti-diagonal curves all piF (v1) with v1[j] = 0, all piF ′(v1), all
piG(v3) with v3[j] = 0, and all piG′(v3); and as diagonal curves it contains all σF (v2), all σF ′(v2)
with v2[j] = 0, all σG(v4), and all σG′(v4) with v4[j] = 0. By Observation 5.8 these curves are
suited to be used in the OR gadget. We denote the resulting curves by pi(j) and σ(j), and we
write H(j) = (pi(j), σ(j)). This yields the following lemma.
Lemma 5.10. Given a 4-OV instance V1, . . . , V4, and consider the corresponding OR gadget
H(j) = (pi(j), σ(j)) for some j ∈ [D]. It holds that:
(i) For any vectors v1 ∈ V1, . . . , v4 ∈ V4 with v1[j] ·v2[j] ·v3[j] ·v4[j] = 0 we have δF (pi(j), σ(j) +
τ) ≤ δ for τ = ((ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N) · , (ind(v3) + ind(v4) ·N) · ).
(ii) If δF (pi(j), σ(j) + τ) ≤ δ for some τ ∈ T , then
• ∃v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2 : v1[j] · v2[j] = 0 and | · (ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N)− τ1| ≤ 13
or
• ∃v3 ∈ V3, v4 ∈ V4 : v3[j] · v4[j] = 0 and | · (ind(v3) + ind(v4) ·N)− τ2| ≤ 13
Proof. For (i), from v1[j] · v2[j] · v3[j] · v4[j] = 0 it follows that at least one gadget of F (v1, v2),
F ′(v1, v2), G(v3, v4), G′(v3, v4) is contained in H(j). By Lemmas 5.3 to 5.6, we know that the
discrete Fréchet distance of this gadget is small. By Lemma 5.9 it then follows that δF (pi(j), σ(j)+
τ) ≤ δ.
For (ii), from δF (pi(j), σ(j) + τ) ≤ δ it follows by Lemmas 5.9 and 5.7 that there exists a
gadget Γ for which the discrete Fréchet distance is at most δ. From Lemmas 5.3 to 5.6 it then
follows that
| · (ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N)− τ1| ≤ 1
3
 or | · (ind(v3) + ind(v4) ·N)− τ2| ≤ 1
3
.
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for some vectors v1 ∈ V1, . . . , v4 ∈ V4. As Γ is contained in the OR gadget, we additionally have
that v1[j] · v2[j] = 0 or v3[j] · v4[j] = 0, respectively.
Final Curves. The final curves pi and σ are now defined as follows. We start with the
translation gadget pi(0) (σ(0)). Then the curves pi(j) (σ(j)) follow for j ∈ [D]. Note that we have
to translate these curves to fulfill the requirements of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, thus, we translate
pi(j) (σ(j)) by (100 · j, 0).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2. Recall its statement:
Theorem 1.2. The discrete Fréchet distance under translation of curves of length n in the plane
requires time n4−o(1), unless the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis fails.
Also recall that it suffices to prove a lower bound under the 4-OV hypothesis. For clarity of
structure, we split the proof into Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.12 which together imply Theo-
rem 1.2.
Lemma 5.11. Given a YES-instance of 4-OV, the curves pi and σ constructed in our reduction
have discrete Fréchet distance under translation at most δ, i.e. minτ δF (pi, σ + τ) ≤ δ.
Proof. Let v1 ∈ V1, . . . , v4 ∈ V4 be orthogonal vectors and let τ = ((ind(v1) + ind(v2) · N) ·
, (ind(v3) + ind(v4) ·N) · ) be the corresponding translation to those vectors. From Lemma 5.1
we know that δF (pi(0), σ(0) + τ) ≤ δ, and thus there is a valid traversal to the endpoints of the
translation gadget. Then we simultaneously step to the start of pi(1) and σ(1). From Lemma 5.10
we know that there also exist traversals of pi(1), . . . , pi(D) and σ(1) + τ, . . . , σ(D) + τ of distance
at most δ. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that we can also traverse those gadgets sequentially in
distance δ and thus δF (pi, σ + τ) ≤ δ.
Lemma 5.12. If the curves pi and σ constructed in our reduction have discrete Fréchet distance
under translation at most δ, then the given 4-OV instance is a YES-instance.
Proof. Let τ be a translation such that δF (pi, σ+ τ) ≤ δ. We know from Lemma 5.1 that τ ∈ T .
Furthermore, from Lemma 5.2 we know that for all j ∈ [D] it holds that δF (pi(j), σ(j) + τ) ≤ δ.
It follows from Lemma 5.10 that for every j ∈ [D] there exist v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2 such that
v1[j] · v2[j] = 0 and | · (ind(v1) + ind(v2) ·N)− τ1| ≤ 13 or there exist v3 ∈ V3, v4 ∈ V4 such
that v3[j] · v4[j] = 0 and | · (ind(v3) + ind(v4) ·N)− τ2| ≤ 13. Therefore, every dimension
j ∈ [D] gives us constraints on either v1, v2 or v3, v4. Note that those constraints have to be
consistent. If in total this gives us constraints for v1, . . . , v4, then we are done. Otherwise, if
this only gives us constraints for v1, v2, then we already found v1, v2 which are orthogonal and
thus we can pick arbitrary v3 ∈ V3, v4 ∈ V4 to obtain an orthogonal set of vectors. The case of
only v3, v4 being constrained is symmetric.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis implies the k-OV hypothesis.
The reduction above from a 4-OV instance of size N over {0, 1}D to an instance of the discrete
Fréchet distance under translation in R2 results in two curves of length O(D ·N). Lemmas 5.11
and 5.12 show correctness of this reduction. Hence, any O(n4−)-time algorithm for the discrete
Fréchet distance under translation would imply an algorithm for 4-OV in time O((D ·N)4−) =
O(poly(D) ·N4−), refuting the k-OV hypothesis.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we designed an improved algorithm for the discrete Fréchet distance under transla-
tion running in time O˜(n14/3) = O˜(n4.66...). As a crucial subroutine, we developed an improved
algorithm for offline dynamic grid reachability. Additionally, we presented a conditional lower
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bound of n4−o(1) based on the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis, which, despite not yet
matching our upper bound, strongly separates the discrete Fréchet distance under translation
from the standard discrete Fréchet distance.
Our use of offline dynamic grid reachability yields further motivation for studying the offline
setting of dynamic algorithms, for potential use as subroutines in static algorithms. Problems
left open by this paper include: (1) Closing the gap between our upper and conditional lower
bound. This might require a solution to offline dynamic grid reachability with polylogarithmic
amortized update time. (2) Generalizing our bounds to higher dimensions, as in this paper we
only considered curves in the plane. (3) Considering different transformations such as scaling,
rotation, or affine transformations in general; here we only treated translations. Significantly
new ideas seem necessary to obtain meaningful lower bounds for other transformations.
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